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I

THE TEi\GHING OF MORM_. V i\LUES IN Et-iGlNEERING PROGRAMS
AT Cl\l,IFORNIA PUBLIC COMMONITY COLLEGES

Abstract: of

D.issert<~tion

The Problem
The problem of this study '"as to investigate the degree to which moral
values are· included in the educational program of engineering students at
selected California publia community colleges. Th~~ study also a-ttempted to
determine to \·rhat 'degree an increased emphasis on the teaching of moral
values \;lould be beneficial to engineering students, as well as others.
Procedures
,; 1:evi.ew was made of articles and books on the subject of values.
Particular attention was 9'iven to material which specifically referred to
technology and its relation to values.
'l'wo similarly designed questionnaires were sent out· to students and
instructors in engineering education at the juni.or colleges in California.
The data were summarized and analyzed.
Findings

I

l

I
j

1. Engineering students and im;tructo.t·s are mutually concerned about
problems related to rr.oral values such as concern over environment, ecology,
and pollution.

2. Engineering students and instructors are aware of criticisms of
their profession on certain issues, e.g·., military technology, indifference
to the implications of engineering work, environment;al deterioration, and
pollut.ion.
3. Respondent::; ar;:! of the opinion t.ltat much of this criticism is
unjustified and based on oversimplified reasoning, and.most. of them are
convinced that s•Jlut:i.ol"'.s to problem!; of pollution and environmental
controJ~t_i~ b~ f')u.nd ~•lCJ.it'.ly through technological means.
4. Engi1h~ed.ng studE:nts and instr.uctor.s are concerned abou·t social
and ethical problems, but tend not to take personal or group responsibility
fa~ such problems.
Hare emphasis on values in the engineering curriculum
wcttld aid in helping to solve some of these problems.
5. The role of humanities and liberal arb:; courses is considered as
;tic .,I lb~ tr ,-;."!
valuable by most of the respondents, but" __ curriculum limitations preclude
engineering students from taking many .....COul:-se-soutSr®t.lre"'ir-IDa]Or"'. .m:U'dy. 7-..,.7 CC:,d--:)

I
l
l

6. Although there has been little publication specifically on the
tOpic of values and their relationship to engineering and technology,
there is increasing activity on this subject.
7.

t-lany colleges have recently started to offer courses which relate
social, and environmental problems.

technologic~.l,

E.e£Q!!lt-.Jl.§:D~i-.illl§.

1. Engineering curriculttms should be made more re>.levant in dealing
with social and ethic~l problems and their relationship to engineering.
2. Greut.er empl.lasis upon values in engineering· education would
improve the ability of engineers to help solve human problems related to
technological change.
3. Summer and in-service training progr:ams for engineering
instructors are needed to develop more awareness of the need for greater
emphasis ,on values in engineering education.
4.
Students in the humanities and li.bera.l arts curriculums need to
develop gXeater knowledge and understanding of technological difficulties
invo.lved in solutions to environment and pollution problems.
5.
Engineers should be mora involved in planning and teaching
course£ concerneci ":lith polluticn, the environment., and conservation.

0:.<:~---~--·/c:.o<.r/.;.,.-.,....,
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
I;

INTRODUCTION

Special Role of Technology in the Twentieth Century
If there is a distinguishing characteristic of the
twentieth century over previous centuries of human existence, i·t is the emphasis placed upon science and technology
in the industrially developed countries, and now even in
the "emerging" nations of.the world.l

J-1l

!
l

There is a continu-

ing need for greater and more sophisticated knowledge in
the realm of engineering and science, and an accompanying
-need- for --~---sense-of_res~op_pibil_:i._ty_in the uti liz at ion of
technical materials and resources.

However, with this

technical competence there should also be concern for our
fellow beings, if the world is successfully to solve many
of its present and future problems. 2
Much of mankind's future progress rests on the
development of responsible and more efficient methods
of production and distribution of water, food, housing,

---j

I

l

economic and biological necessities, and the control of

1 Philip H. Phenix, Education ~Ed the Common good,
(blew York:. Harper and Brothers, 1961), p. 218.

2George C. Beakley and H. W. Leach, Careers in
Enginee:cing_ _gn.9. 1'echnolo,Sl.'l (Toronto: The Macmillan
Company, l969,_p. 24.

2

the environment and population size.l

The student majoring

in engineering can have a profound effect on the disposition
of these events, because he has a more direct influence in

'

shaping their direction in the type of work with which he
will be involved. 2
II.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
The problem to be investigated in this dissertation

lI
J-+'
'

is to study the degree to which social values are included
in the educational program of pre-engineering students in
CalifoJ:nia public junior colleges, and to make recommendat.ions
that: v10uld

encour<~ge

greater emphasis on these values.

T11e troublous times on -and- Off co:tlege. campuses- today
indicate a lack of some fundamen·tal principles in the educational process .3

This dissertation will investigate

whether some of the solutions would come from more emphasis
upon social values in addition to content.

Though the scope

of the investigation.will be confined to the pre-engineering
programs of various California public junior colleges, its

--j

I

.

Ibid.

2 Ralph J. Smith, Engineering as~ Career (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1969), pp. 13-14.
3

Robert. M. Hutchins, "The University vs. Radical
Ac'civism," California Teachers .Association Journal,
M~u:ch, 1970, pp. 17, 18 .•

3

implications could transcend these areas into other
disciplines, locations, and levels of education as well.
Purposes of the Study
The purposes of this study are the following:
1.

To assess the current situation with respect

·to the teaching of social values, such as social responsibility and personal ethics, in the educational program for
students majoring in pre-engineering subjects at selected
California public junior colleges.
2.

To determine the need for increased emphasis upon

values within the educational program of these students.
3.

To survey engineering

~;·tudent

and inst.ructor

values in pre-engineering programs.
4.

To recommend essentials in an effective program

for the teaching of these values to engineering students.
--,

l

Need for the Study
The engineering student and practitioner are
occasionally criticized for t.heir lack of human concern
and their failure ·to take responsibilit.y for the possible
repe.rcussions of their wor.k. 1

Examples of this criticism

are in such projects as the :r.·outing of freeways through

lulrich Haupt, "Teach Engineers 'Nhy As Well As How,"·
March-April, 1970, pp. 13··15.

~ngineer,

4

areas already disrupted by urban social problems, or in the
design of automobiles with inadequate pollution control or
substandard safety equipment.
One of the criticisms currently heard is that many
of the problems of modern civilization can be traced to the
tremendous strides made by science and technology in the
twentieth century. 1

This has created problems of major

significance because of the relatively slower progress made

l

in other areas of human endeavor and activity, such as human

1

relations and economic and educational opportunity.

j

Some of these problems 1.-rhich can be trac.ed directly
or indirectly to technology are a computerized society, air,

J

_j

- !-.
1

I
!

I

l

l

-~-..-

wai:er, and land pollution, military technology, population

. - . -----

proliferation, mass indl:lstr:i.alizai::.ion;-and automat:ion.--;-2 ~-.

Although it is an overly simplistic approach to .lay all or
most of the ills of modern society at the feet of advances
in science and technology, this is a criticism which
engineers should be prepared to cope with.3
Possibly some of this· apparept misunders·tanding is
due 'co a lac:k of adequate emphasis on the social responsibility of engineers

~;hile

solving technological problems.

1Frederick Warner, "Changing Society and the
Responsibility of Engineers," Engineer ira Education,
Novenilier, 1969, pp. ~35-236.
2 Ibid.

3Peter J. Brennan, {Editorial) "Harvard Program on
Technology and Society," Engineer:, March,-April, 1969, PP• 7-8.

5

The study will explore some of the possible solutions to
this problem, and make some recommendations and conclusions
based upon the information which is obtained.l
Effect upon engineering enrollment.

The effect of

the criticism of engineers as unconcerned about human and
environmental problems is of concern to engineers.

For

example, student contemporaries sometimes criticize engineering and science students as unconcerned about the need
for social change. 2
Ralph J. Smith, Chairman of the Electrical
Engineering Department at Stanford University, commented
on such criticism at a talk given in the summer of 1969 in
-

---r:ros-Ange:Les-. -Smith_st_atl'\S tha·t_undergraduate
engineering
__ - - - - - -

..

-

enrollment at Stanford University has, in the past few
years, declined.

He feels that this is partly due to the

effec·t_ that such criticism of engineering and technology
has had upon certain entering freshmen engineering
students. 3

1 P. B.

--1

Engin~ring

Daitch, "Engineering and Social Values,"
Education, November, 1970, pp. 125, 126.

2 Kenneth Kizer,

"Engineering Students I1re Not
Apathetic," Engineering Education, September, 1969,
pp. 19-21.
3Talk 9iven by Ralph J. Smith at :National Science
~·oundation Engineering Insti·tute, California State College,
Los Angeles, July, 1969.
·

6

However, other factors may be at work in causing
a decline in engineering enrollment, since a 1962 report
indicated that engineering enrollments were not increasing
as expected.l

The 1962 report was made at a period prior

to widespread concern about pollution and environmental
problems.

More recent figures indicate that; engineering

enrollments are not rising at the same rate as college
population increase. 2

The subject of enrollment in engi-

neering is beyond the scope of this study, but. might be
the basis for some future investigation.

J

II!!Rorta!}£~_.Qf __the

Study_

'rhe present instability of certain traditional

-j--- -···-±ns-ioi-tcut~i,G,ns:-:anc'Lf_e.eling_QJ insecuri~_of many

I

been described as a value crisis . 3

people have

This ·is evidenced on--

campus in s·tudent turmoil, racial friction, resentmen·t

lr.;rarold A. Foecke, "The Problem of Engineering
Enrollments," Journal of Engineering _Educa·tion, November,
1962, pp. 161-162.
.
2American Societ.y for Engineering Education,
"Down,.rard 'l'rend in Engineering Enrollments," Enqine~:r:ing
~dU.Qation, June, 1970, p. 979.
;

--j

3 california Junior College Assod.a·tion, E~J2lorip_g_
Values - Is l.'dllSation Meeting_ the Valu~ Crtsis of Hodern
Jvl?..£? (Pamphlet issued by the C ..J.C.A., 1964), pp. 1···7;
B. 0. Smith, W. 0. stanley, and ,J. I-L Shores, '"rhe Value
c.risis and the Cu.rri.culum," Fundamenta:).s 9f Cur.ric~ll'::!:!!!
pe_y~lop_!!l~ (New YoJ;k:
J:Iarcour·t, Brace, and World, Inc.,
1957) I PP· 58 ff.

7

against implied inequities in the military draft, political
frictions, the "generation gap," alcoholism, drug abuses,
and lessening of traditional moral restraints.l
Because of these and other. related factors it appears
that the emphasis on values may be greatly enhanced in the
educational process of the future. 2

Some educators feel

that the importance of the affective domain of curriculum
has in the past, and is still at present,·neglected in favor
of too much emphasis on the cognitive domain. 3
One textbook on curriculum states:

!l

The school . . . will need to strsss a 11ew kind
of content. The present curriculum 8mphasi.zes
descriptive kriowledge and facts and all but neglects
·the moral content of the culture.

l

J

j

-~-

--·rhus---tche--school_has_followed a laissez faire
policy with respect to moral- pr:Lnc"ipies, orthcr·ru-les-of the game of democracy. The school must now do an
about face on the place of moral principles in the
·curriculum. It must no longer shrink from considering questions of value, and it must not tolerate the
notion that agreement on values is neither important
nor feasible in a democracy.4

c---

1
j
'

J

J

l
J

~

--1

gQi

ls. L. :Halleck, ":Hypo·thesis of Student Unrest,"
September, 1968, pp. 2-8.

Delt~ ~appan,

2william s. Coffin, "Horal Values and Our Universi·ties, " National Education Association .Journal, January, 1965,
pp. 8-10.
3Theodore Fl. Brameld, "Values - Education's Most
Neglected Problem," Values in American Educat:ion (Phi Delta
Kappa symposium, Boston University, 1964), pp. 151-169.
4 smith, Qt al., on. cii;:., pp. 84, 85.

8

III.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

A few of the terms used frequently in this
dissertation are defined below:
1.

Community College.

The community college offers

the first two years of higher education.

Although it is

more commonly known as a junior college, the t.itle of
community college is increasingly popular; some localities.
also use the term, technical institute.l
A general definition of the community college would
be "an educational institution offering instruction for
persons beyond the age of the normal secondary school pupil,
1

__j

-I

... l

I

in a program geareg particularly to the needs and in·terests
·-~~of--the-·leGa.L.ar.ear_gredi t

Il
'i

··--.-

level of the second year of college; control and support are··
preponderantly local.

I

courses rarely. extend beyond the

·---·--

u2

Also, see "junior college" in this

section of definitions.
2.

Curriculum.

Curriculum as used in this

dissertation. will be employed in a broad sense, as defined
in the educational program .which follows this definition.
Curriculu.TJt is "a group of courses and planned

'

-- j

experiences which a student has under the guidance of the
school or college. " 3

1 c:a:r.ter V. Good, (ed.), Dictionary of.. Education
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1959), p. 554.
2
.
!_bji\_. , p. 108.

3!~' p. 149.

\
9

3.

Educational Program.

The educational program

comprises all the activities in the school environment.
It is "the entire offering of the school, including the
out-of-class activities, and the arrangement or sequence
of subjects and activities."l
4.

Engineering.

Engineering is the term for the

applied sciences, whereby men utilize the natural physical

I

forces and elements to perform labor saving and power
multiplying functions.

Although engineering has tradi-

tionally been associated with work related to machinery
and nature, newer developments in the field include such
categories as bio·-medical engineering. 2
Cross states tha·t engineering is "t:he art that deals
-·------ - -

--- - - - -

with the application of

-

materia~and

material

forces:-.·~

and of directing the great sources of power in nature for
the use and convenience of man."3
The Engineers Council for Professional Development
has adopted the following definition:

"Engineering is the

profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical and
natural sciences . . . is applied with judgment to develop

1Jbid.' p. 419.
2John Rogers, "'rhe Bio-medical Technician,"
Technical Educatiol},, ,January, 1971, pp. 1, 2.
3Hardy Cross; Engineers 3!.nd Ivory To~qers,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1952), pp. 3, 127.

(New· York:

10
ways to utilize economically the materials and forces of
nature for the benefit of mankind. nl

5.

Engineering Orientation.

Engineering

orientation is the term used for a course designed to give
prospective engineering students a preview of their future
work activities and professional responsibilities.

The

usual course"plan includes lectures, discussion of various
technical problems, guest speak<')rs, and f'ield trips.

The

course is usually taken by students majoring .in engineering
who are in their first year of college.
A typical catalog description of an engineering
orientation course at a junior college follows:
The study of the various fields of engineering,
reguirements and facilities available, employment opportunities, and modern trends~--·
·and developments . Designed. to provide over allview of engineering profession and to stimula·te
student's appraisal of his own interests and
apt.itudes.2

-~-- ._th~e.ducational

6.

Junior College.

The junior or community college

offers t.hree types. of programs:

(1) transfer courses for

those students going beyond junior college, (2) terminal
courses for those s.tudents who ·desire voca·tional and
occupational t.raining, and (3) adult education courses at
--l

l

night, for pa1:t-tirne students, or those unable to obtain
the coi:responding course at the normal time schedule.

1 Sml.. t h , QE·

't
.£.~·,

p. 9 .

2 sacramento (California) City College Catalog,
1969-70, p. 159.

11

The public junior college is "an institution of
higher learning, controlled by a local board of trustees
or regents and operated under statutory provisions.

Two

years of work in one or more standard collegiate academic
curriculums is offered, but one or more years of instruc·tion may be offered which is terminal in nature.

A public

junior college may confer the associate degree, but does
not grant the baccalaureate degree."l
7.

1

1

l

l
----1
"

-1-

l

Il
l

Ethics is concerned with

the principles of right and wrong in human conduct.

Pro-

fessional ethics relates these principles to a particular
profession.
Professional ethics is described as "the general
____ ___,_ _____________________

-------------- - - -

· principles of righ·t and wrong as applied to the specialproblems of a profession; this is in distinction to, but
not separate from, the general problems of personal and
social ethics.
8.

1

Professional Ethics.

u2

Social Responsibility.

This value is

particularly applicable_to the engineering profession,
since it combines ·technical compe·tence with a sense of
interest in and considera-tion for the rights of others.

--l

Social responsibility has been called each person's duty

lwin Kelly and Leslie Wilbur, "Junior College
Development in the United St.ates," .§.9hool l!P4 .§s>..£.:hety,
December, 1969, p. 485.
2Good, .QP..· cif:., P• 208 .•

12
"to try to understand what the common good is and to act
in accordance with it; the duty of a group to share in
community undertakings in relation to the welfare of
individuals. ,l
9.

Teaching.

Teaching is the act of communicating

with others for the purpose of helping them understand more
about some subject or topic.

It is "the act of providing

activities, materials, and guidance that facilitate learning,
in either formal or informal situations."2

l

Il

~

-r

10.

Technician.

This is the occupational term for

the teclmical person who is trained to wcrk in industry and
industria.lly related jobs, but who has not gone on to a
Bachelor o.J Scienc'e degree in college.

He usually has .the

~---- equiv-alentoftwo-yearsofcollege--;-ortheformaTAssociate

of Arts or Science degree from a two-year college.
The engineering technician is "a graduate of a
technical inst:.i·tute course of study qualified to carry
ou·t in. a ·responsible manner either proved techniques which
are common knowledge among those who are technically expert
in a branch of engineering or those techniques which are
specially prescribed by professional engineers; may also
supervise the work of others."3

1 Ibid.

-·-.--- '

p. 5Q9.

2 Ib:Ld.,

P· 552.

3 Ibid., p. 554.

---

I

-l

13
11.

Technology.

This term is used interchangeably

with science and/or engineering in many situations.

However,

technology also applies to two-year junior college technician training programs, as distinct from transfer engineering
programs.

This term.has been described as "the theoretical

knowledge of industry and ·the industrial arts; the application
of science to manufacturing and the arts."l
12.

Val~.

To simplify the phraseology, the single

word "values" will be used in many parts of this report.
However, this study is specifically concerned with social
and ethical values and their relationship to engineering.
Examples of social and ethical values considered to be par-·
. t:icularly applicable to the engineering profession are social
respol;;sibTli ty--;- personal ethics-,-concern -T6r~tne environment-;and consideration for others.
In more general usage, values have been described as
the rules of conduct by which people shape their behavior
and from which they derive their hopes.

Their values are

their sense of what is right, honest, fair, desirable, and
most worthwhile. n2
13.

yalue§_ 'l'eaching.

The term "teaching of values"

needs clarification, since there is much difference of

!"Technology,"
1961, p. 1198.

~·unk and Wagnall' s Standard Dictionary,

2 smith, .<:?t ,?1., op. cit.. , pp. 59, 60.

l
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J

opinion on how values can be communicated. 1

For purposes

of this study a statement by Getzels on the teaching of
values is useful and appropriate.
Learning values is quite a different thing.from
learning the capitals of states or the multiplication table. Values a:re not so much learned as they
are "interiorized through intimate and complex processes of identification, . . . with other persons-patents, other siblings, friends; teachers."

. . . . . . . . . . . .

.,

. . . . . . . . .

.

. . .

One cannot so much teach values as offer
appropriate models for ident:ification. 2
It is in the spirit of the last sentence of the
quotation from Getzels that the topic of the teaching of
values is discussed in this study.

Although conceding

t.hat values in most situations cannot be directly taught,
t.his does not obviate the need for moral values in the
---------------

educational process, whether in engineering -education- or- in other areas of study.

I·t J..s therefore in this broader

interpretation of the term "teaching of values" that the
expression is acceptable in its usage here, nor is the use
of the phrase "values teaching" unique, since writers on
the subject such as Brickman and Getzels have employed the
same expression.

i

j

--1

lwilliam W. Brickman, "Ethical Values, Education,
and the Morality ·crisis," School and Society, December,
1970, pp. 456, 7.
2Jacob W. Getzels, "The Acquisit.ion of Values in
School and Society," 'rhe High . School in .9. New .§ra,
Francis s. Chase and Harold A. Anderson, editors (Conference
on the American High School, Pniversity of Chicago, 1957.
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 160.
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IV.

CALIFORNIA JUNIOR COLLEGES

In California, the junior college movement has
received its greatest impetus, and during the 1969-70
school year there were 92 junior colleges in operation,
or in the process of opening their doors, according to
the Bureau of California Community Colleges in Sacramento.l
This constitutes nearly ·two-thirds of the total college
enrollment in California at the present time, according
to the California Junior College Association.2
The California junior college has a broad
three--fold funct.ion in common with most o·i:her communi·ty

J

colleges in the nation.3

;~--==--:':--=:~J-J:)

1

.

These functions are as follows:

-TlT<",::. lowerr_:_clivision educatronal-experience--of--·those-- -- - ---

students who

pla:~o transf::t:--a-fo~:~~:ar---:n~t~~u:ion,---- ------

such as a state college, private college, or university.
(2)

The ·technical-vocational function, whose primary aim

is to develop occupational skills which will enable students

j
j
--~

1Bureau.of California Community Colleqes, Sacramento
Di r§_gto~I.Y_ o:f;. £.§.J,iforni.a Public Conununi.J:Y Cglleges,
April, 1970.
for

th~

2california Junior College Associa·tion, This Soeaks
Junior Colleges (C.J.C.A. Repor·t, March, 1970).

3Kenneth A. Brunner, "Historical Developmen·t of the
Junior College Philosophy," ,Junior College Journal,
April, 1970, pp. 30-,34.
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to obtain work at the conclusion of their junior college
experience.

. (3)

The extended day or adult education

function, which offers classes at hours convenient for
those working full time or in need of special training.
The transfer engineering major fi·ts into the
group described in the first category; the engineering
technician belongs in the second group.
V.

j

Il
I

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

The study of social and ethical values and their
relationship to engineering education in junior college
lS

organized on the following basis:
Chapter I.:

Introduc·tion, statemen·t of the

-1~--

--j

problem, and definitions of t.erms
used.
Chapter II:

Review of the literature related
to the study.

Chapter III:

Procedures in the study and methods
used in obtaining information.

j

Chapter IV:

Results of the questionnaire returns.

Chapter V:

A program for ·the teaching of social

_j

values to engineering students.

~
Chapte:t: VI :

Summary, conclusions, and recommenda·tions
to be made from the study.

A bibliography and appendices follow the last chapter.
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The gathering of information will depend primarily
upon the following four methods:
l.

Review relevant past and current literature,

and, where applicable, relate this material to values in
engineering education.
2.

Develop and administer a questionnaire on values

to students who are majoring in engineering at selected
California junior colleges.
3.

Develop and administer a similar questionnaire

to instructors of engineering courses at California public
junior colleges which offer an engineering program.
4.

Include a section on each questionnaire which

provides for individual comments by students and instructors

Limitations

I
I
J

-

~

The study will be limited to students and instructors
in the transfer engineering programs of California public
junior colleges.

Much of the information in the literature

will be·of a more general nature, and conclusions drawn from
the study may apply to other areas, types, and levels of
education, par·ticularly technical education.

CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In recent years, there appears to be more interest
in social values, if the.number of articles on the subject
is used as a criterion. 1

However, there is a lack of

specific writing on the relationship between values and
their need in engineering and technical educational programs.

Much of the information on values applies to all

aspects of human endeavor,·but·the direction of the read,ing for this study has been upon the application of social
values in education, particularly engineering education.

---l

To facilitate the presentation, the subject of
- -

~------

values is divided into four main categories:
1.

The need for values in education

2.

Relationship of moral education and values

3. · Values in the junior college curriculum
4.

Values in engineering and technical education.
I.

THE NEED E'OR V.ALUES IN EDUCATION

Education does not take place in a vacuum, as most
educators know; or at least should know.

The facts and

1 "The Schools' Responsibility for Moral Education,"
Pf!i Delt~ l:(appm}, October, 1964; Maurice P. Hunt and
Josephs. Junell, "Discussions of the Teaching of Values,"
Rlll. Delta }<appan, April, 1969, pp. 446, 452.
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ideas, as well as social contacts to which young people
are exposed in school are part of the world of which the
school is a part.

Yet to many students the school seems

unrelated to life, and the value structure of the school
seems to be uncoordinated with what is experienced outside
of the classroom.!
Dewey and moral training.

John Dewey, writing in

the early twentieth century, stated that the schools of his
period were divorced from reality to a great extent, and
that they' were derelict in their duty if they did not
include ethical re;Jponsibility as part of their educational
function.

He wrote:

There cannot be two sets of ethical princi--ples ;-clne :Eo:l:T:Ll:e-i11tne school-an-d--the-other------.-. --for life outside ·the school. As conduct is one,
so also the principles of conduct are one. The
tendency to discuss the morals of the school as
if the school were an institution by itself is
highly unfortunate. The moral responsibility
of the school, and of those who conduct it, is
to society. 2
Values Q_J;_ob:[,_em

_st~_.lJ,.

unresolveq.

That the problem

of absence of mor.al education in the schools has not been
resolved from the time that Dewey made the above statement
to the present is indicated by the periodic articles on the

I
---1
I

1 B. o. Smith, W. o. Stanley, and J. H. Shores,
Fuf!dam_§_gtals of cu;r:ricul'l_f!! IJevelopment (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and World, Inc., 195'7), pp. 58-71.
2John Dmvey, Moral Pring;iJ?le~ .ill J?.ducation_ (New York:
Philosophical Library, 1959), p. 4.
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subjec.t. 1

Various conferences are also held to discuss the

problems of moral education and values, and leading educators
and philosophers as well as the lay public comment on the
lack of values ·training in the educational process.

For

example, the California Junior College Association sponsored
a recent conference on the subject of values.

It vias held

at Asilomar, California in January of 1970, and attracted some
300 junior college faculty,

students, and administrators.

Brameld, in a book which he co-edited with Elam,
has termed values as "education's most neglected problem,"
particularly in the United States.2

.
J!---------···- -

He is of the opinion

that education in Japan is faX' a.head of that in the United

-·

-~

1

l

States in the .field of moral values.

-~----~~---c-

This opinion is sub---- -

stantiated by a description of some- of his experiences with

the teaching of morals and values in Japan. 3

In addition,

Brameld does not subscribe to the "indirect approach" in the
teaching of values.

By t.he indirect approach is meant the

theory, advocated by some, that values can be taught by
encouraging students to look for values as they study the
various subjects--for example, literature, art, social

_ 1 Joseph F. Junell, "Can Our Schools Teach Moral
Commitment?" Phi pelta Kappan, April, 1969, pp. 446-45L

2,rheodore Brameld and Stanley Elam (ed.), Values
.ill Amer;cm1 EC\.1,1£1it.ion (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta
Kappa, 1964), p. 154.
3rbid., p. 164.

--
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studies, history, and mathematics. 1

It is B:tameld's

opinion that the indirect approach.frequently means that
little learning takes place in the area of values, although
a facade of value experience may be presented.
Moberly 2 comments on the absence of values in the
educ.ational experience as follows:

"An education which

omits all training in value judgments is an education
maimed."

Herman F. Donovan, former president of the

University of Kentucky, states:

"For a school to neglect

to teach its students that wisdom which is essential to a

:
J

comp:r:ehension of the moral and spiritual values is t.o fail

point in education is at; the level of ya1<2es. 4

j______ ~-----

. -l

!

Bower claims ·that the weak(~St

its most important work. " 3

Getzels

------

also icon·tends th_a_t __-"the- c-e-nt-r-al-neglectedissu-e-facing-the

.schools today is the problem of values."5
Reasons for absence

of

value~.

The shift in

emphasis in American education away from values, which
were emphasized in varying degrees and locales in the

~

1 rbid., p. 163

2 sir Walter Moberly, The Crisis

(London:

S.C.~L

Press, 1949)

1

£i

th~ University

p. 16.

3william C. Bower, Moral and Spiritual Values in
.JE.du.f.?tion (Lexington: Universi·ty of Kentucky Press, 1952)

p. :Xiv.
4 Ibid., p. 3.
5 Ge t-ze ...' s, QE· ' _Q_.,
.t
p. 146
. .

1
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nineteenth century, is due to several factors, according
to Brameld.l

These factors are:

1.

Secularization of public education

2.

Relative indifference of the public to school
topics not directly related to subject matter

3.

Inadequate training of teachers in the area
of values

4.

Lack of innovation and experimentation in the
curriculum.

To explore legal and imaginative ways for schools to
fill this need for .value experiences in education, the Phi
Delta Kappa Fraternity, a professional frat:ernity for men
.

in education, devo·ted a special issue of their publication,

:-:-__j---:----the

Phi-Delta-Kappall,to-morai-eaucat.lon:+--Tnis-same____ _

organization also held a conference to bring more atten·tion
to the subject.3
De-emphasis .of values.

Some educational philosophers

see the general evidences of upheaval and turmoil on college
campuses and in youthful rebellion a9ainst traditional

1 Brameld,

QE·

s.it., pp. 1.54-159.

2 "The School's Responsibility for Moral Education,"
loc. cit.
3 "Values· in American· Educa'cion," Symposium sponsored
by Phi Del·l:.a Kappa Fra·te.rnit.y at Boston University, July,
1963.

•
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authority as the result of too little emphasis on values. 1
Philip Phenix, Professor of Education at Columbia University,
is of the opinion that much of the aimlessness and hostility
toward authority lies in the fact that values have been
unnaturally separated from the curriculum. 2

In .addition,

according to Phenix, the acceleration of change in the world
by scientific advances poses problems which were nonexistent,
or at least unknown, in previous eras of human history. 3
Hunt postulates that part of the problem seems to
stem from perplexity as to what should be considered as
absolute values, and what as relative values, that is, values
which depend upon the situation one finds oneself in.4

His

·impression is that the young people today are more inclined

continue.

Hunt comments that a relativistic apflroach to

values is characteristic of the twentieth
century, whereas
....-·
~-

the nineteenth and previous centuries were absolutistic in
out:look. 5

-

j

lc•
' ~h
t
vm~ ~-.. , .§.2

1 ,
l:L_.

1

~-Q..£ •

't •
.£1_

2Philip H. Phenix, Education and the Common Good
. (New York: Harper and Brothers, 19§-rr:- pp. · 18-20.
3

Ibid.

4Maurice P. Hunt, "Some Views on Situational .Morality,"
Phi pe:Lt.<:! ,Karman, April, 1969, pp. 452-456.
5Ipid., p. 453.
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June11

1

likens relative value to what he terms

"emergent values," and believes that the new or emergent
values are leading to a "vast social disaster." 2

He pre-

sents a case for a modification from the absolute standard
of values to an essentialist approach.

The essentialist

view of values is less rigid than the absolute standard.
It concedes that some of the traditional values from past
human experience are outmoded, but that cer·tain basic
values are universal and enduring. 3
Fletcher has generalized three basic alternatives
to the problem of making moral decisions. 4

j

~
-

tions of each of the three approaches are detailed, and
. assist in clarifying the dilemma of resolving moral and

l----- - - - - -------···-···-··---ll..

His descrip-

---------------

ethical conflicts.
Briefly, the three alternatives which Fletcher
describes are:

(1)

the legalistic,

(the traditional or

essential values in Junell's terminology);

(2) the

antinomian, a non-structured or even lawless approach to
solving moral and ethical problems; and (3) the situational
approach, similar 'co but not identical with the relativistic
i

--

~

1 Junell, lac. cit.

2rbid., p. 446.
3Junell, 2E.· .cit. p. 451.

Il.

4 Joseph Fletcher, Situation Ethics - The New
'l'he Westminster Press, 1966), p. 17.
MoJ:aJ.i ty (Philadelphia:
. '
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solutions advocated by Hunt.

,,
This third method of solving

moral problems is described by Fletcher as between legalism
and antinomian unprincipledness, and is summed up in his
term "situation ethics. ul
Fletcher describes the situationist "as entering
into every decision-making situation fully armed with the
ethical maxims of his community and its heritage, and he
treats them with respect as illuminators of his problems.
Just the same he is prepared in any situation to compromise
them or set them aside in the situation if love seems

'J
•

l

better se.rved ,by doing so. "2
Getzels cites some of the research on traditional
and emergent values with both teachers and students as

-1-------;l.lbj,ects : 3--~etherviewedinterms ofabsolute orrelaHve-

'

values, or varying terminology, many observers are agreed
that values receive too little attention in the educational
process, for a variety of reasons. 4

The remedy is obviously

a greater emphasis 1Jpon values, as Phenix points out, but
the best methods for applying the remedy are as yet
unclear.5

1 Ibid.' p. 26
2

Ibid.,

3 Ge,tzels, 212.· cit., pp. 155-159.

4william s. Coffin, "Moral Values and our Universities,"
National Education Association Journal_, January, 196,5; pp. 8-10.
5 h
.
1
P en~x,
_££.

.

c~1;.
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II.

RELATIONSHIP OF MORAL
EDUCATION AND VALUES

A number of articles and books have attempted to
identify, or at least enumerate,the basic principles which
should be used as goals for greater emphasis on values in •
education, as well as in life.

Considering character as

the central theme in value education, Lentz attempted to
design methods for discovering character in individuals. 1
Although the methods used are not necessarily reliable,
and more informa·tion has been uncovered by psychology in
the in·terim since Lentz designed his method, it is of some
historical interest to note the attempt to measure character
·traits

and_~redict _moral

characteristics,· which are at best

difficult to quantify.
'

A-ttempts to identify values.

Participants in various

groups, conferences, and commissions have atte!npted to
enumerate and identify the basic values deemed essen·tial
for socie·ty and also for individuals to achieve their full
potential.

Such values may be considered in terms of moral

and spiritual qualities, character development, or any of
several other terms which can be associated with the improvement of human life.

One commission has defined the desired

~rheodore F. Lentz, An Experimental ~ethod for the
piscoverv and Developmen"t:_ of Test.s .9..[ Character (New York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1925).
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basic human qualities as " • . • those values, which when
applied in human behavior, exalt and refine life, and bring
it into accord with the standards of conduct that are

_,

approved in our democratic culture."l
The National Congress of Parent.s and Teachers has
listed ten basic.moral and spiritual values which were

•.1

formulated by the Educational Policies Commission in a
pamphlet issued by the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers. 2

This list, as given belmv, is an attempt to

stimulate group discussion of values, and to identify some
of the basic values.
L

Human Personality

2. · Moral Responsibility

····j

l
l
~

3.

Institutions as the Servants of Men

4.

Common Consent

5.

Devotion to Truth

6.

Respect for Excellence

7.

Moral Equality

8.

Brotherhood

9.

Pursuit of Happiness

10.

Spiritual En.richment

'

I

I

I
j

1 Education~'i. Policies ··c()!nffiiss,i\5n, Mcra:t' ·;i;.ci '§.P.iritual
j.._:r:! the Pu]?l.i£ Schools (Washington: Educational

_val ll§§.
Policies Commission, 1951),. p. 3.
· ··'
2National Congress of Parents and Teache~s, ·Moral and
f?.P.Jr.:i.J:.ual _!'.:d~.ili12 J:-12 !j:om~, .§.sbool, .f.lnd. f.QQ!ill..l.lPi.!:.Y. {Chicago,
Na·tional Congress of Parents and Teachers, 1953), p. 6.
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An additional approach to an understanding of moral
educa·tion is given in a series of articles by British
educators and edited by Niblett. 1

j

One of the contributors,

Marjorie Reeves, 2 has made the observation that young
people in an affluent society are freed from much of the
pain and effort of more primitive cultures, and this
freedom from physical effort is the cause of many of the
problems involving youth.

She also notes that part of the

education of youth should include the making of difficult
decisions, and the need for experiences involving persistent
and prolonged effort.

J'

.. · j y

j

All nine contributors to the book on moral educat:ion
edited by Niblett arrived at four basic conclusions accord- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - · - - - -- - · - - - - -- - - --------

-----

ing to Read, 3 who reviewed the text for the Phi DVJ:.~ -Ka-ppan: - 1.

Moral action implies choices that are conscious.

2.

Moral education involves something more than
merely teaching and learning rules.

3.

The best means is to have young people become

j

involved through rational and personal decisions

j

and commitments.

I

1william R. Niblett (ed.), Horal Educat.ion in a
Changing Society (London: Faber & Faber, Ltd., 1963)-:-.
2

Jbi.S\. , p. 158.

3"The School;s Responsibility for Moral Education,"
QE· cit., pp. 93, 94.
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4.

Dogma and doctrine, whether religious or secular,
will contribute little.to moral education at any
stage when they are forced or preached.

The following compilation of desirable values was made
by the Values Commi·ttee of the California Junior College
Association.l

l
:j

j
l

J
--1
_ _j

1.

Freedom of the self

2.

Moral equality

3.

Respect for excellence

4.

Moral responsibility

5.

Democracy

6.

Love

7.

Justice

9.

Respect for others

10.

.Devotion to learning

11.

Personal integrity

12.

Commitment to the best one knows

13.

Reverence before the mysteries of the universe

l

I

l
1
j

i
--~

fonc~

fo:£

~ral.

instruction.

The present conce1:n

for moral instruction in the schools is reflected in the
various_ committees formed to inves·tigate this aspect of

1 california Junior College Associaticm,

_?_~J?.lor..:i:ng_

,Yalues_ - .!..."!. EducatiQ.!1 Meetin_g_ !he Valu~ g_;).siJ:l. of Mod~
f@.!l? (Sacramento:
c,J.C,A. Pamphlet, 1964), p. 2.
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education.

One such committee was formed by the California

.state Board of Education in 1968, and its report was presented to the Board in December of 1969, and adopted in
J

anuary, 1970. 1
Two excerpts from the Guidelines report and which

are representative of the basic theme of the report are
the following: 2
The public schools of our sta·t.e supplement the
roles of .the home and of religious institutions in
teaching. the moral and spiritual values necessary
to self-fulfillment and responsible participation
· in our socie·t:y. At the same time, ·t:he public
·schools do have an awesome duty to instill in each
child respect. for his own dignity and for tha.t of
every other person, to foster in each a high regard
f;o:t: his own ,heritage, and to encourage in eac:h
devotion to the American ideal of a free., yet
ordered republic.
i

!

l
1

-1
'

--..-_..~----·-----------.---.-----.--- .. -

..---·--· _., __ --0---•-•---•----·---•--- •

..

• __ ! _ •__

~-

The· p:r·inciples of morality, truth, justice, and
patriotism are not susceptible to any single· or
any. inclusive defini·t:ion. The meaning of these
principles must be learned daily in the home, the
religious institution, the school, and the community.
These guidelines outline those principles primarily
in the context of the public school. They are therefore limited to those areas that touch on the rights
and duties of all citizens in a society whose soundness and welfare depend upon the intelligent and
\vholesome participa·t.ion of every able member. The
guidelines reflect an awareness both of what is deemed
indispensable and what calls for c1·1ange in our world.
And they are motivated by a desire to be sensitive
to the achievemen·t.s and needs, oppor·t:uni ties and

lcalifornia State Board of Education, Guidel:i.·n:~·~· for
pf _!<esponsibl§_ Citizens in ·the Fub.lic, S'=.'hs?ols
of Cplif_orni"!_ (Repo:et, December, 1969) .
(Mimeographed.)
t!1..~ .:§dc~s.§.:~.iQn.

2

l£i£ •.

pp. 2, 7, 8.

I
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frustrations, aspirations and disillusionments
of our people, young and old. Perhaps in a
special blend of mature reflection and youthful
idealism lies our greatest hope both for preserving our democratic ideals and for turning them
into living realities.
The Guidelines report met with considerable
controversy, which is indicative of the difficulty in
appropriately identifying and implementing such concepts
as "teaching moral and spiritual values" in the public
schools.
Typical of such criticism is that made by
Robert Michaelsen, Chairman of the Depa:etment of Religious
Studies at the tJniversity of California at Santa Barbara.

~,_ -- -

-

I

Michaelsen was a member of the commi·ttee v1hich prepared
~the-c£-in-acl-Gu-idel-i-ne-s-re-po-rt.-He-states ..that.,_-af_ter

assisting in ·the draft of the report, he was "even more
uneasy about common (civil) religion in the public schools."l
He further contends for a "descriptive study of religion
on educational and cultural grounds" in the schools, ra·ther
than attempting to directly influence morals. 2

For a more

detailed exposition of Michaelsen's philosophy on this

1

Robert Michaelsen, "Common Religion in California 's
Public Schools," The Bulletin of the Council for ·the Study
of. Religion, October,- 1970,)?.16-.- - - - - - - - 2_Ibiq.
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subject, the reader is referred to a recent publication
by him. 1
III.

VALUES IN THE JUNIOR COLLEGE CURRICULUM

The California junior colleges are increasingly
concerned with values in the educational process, and have
held several meetings on the subject.

These conferences

were sponsored by the Values Committee of the California
Junior College Association.

The first conference on

values sponsored by C.J.C.A. was held at the University of

j

California, Davis, in 1958. 2

r

Another conference, in 1966,

was locat.ed at Asilomar, .Pacific Grove, California, dealing

il

j

----l

=---!-~,

i'

·.

with religion in education. :3

More recent.ly, a conference

was also conducted at Asilomar dealing with values
implications in junior colleges for the·1970's. 4
California Junior College Associa·tion Values
Committee.

l

There is a permanent Values Committee function-

i.ng within the California Junior College Association.

The

Committee meets regula:r:ly at the t.ime of ·the Spring and Fall

1
]

--l

1 Robe:r:·t Michaelsen, Piety in the Public Schools
{New York: The Macmillan Co., l970)-.2c .J· .C ,]\. Conference on !-loral and Spiritual Values
in CCJlifornia ,Junior Colleges, February, 1958.

I

3c.J.C.A. Conf~rence on Relationships Between the
Communi·ty Colleges and the Churches, February, 1966. ·

;

4 c,J.C.A. Conference on Community College Purposes
and Pl:iorities for ·the Seventies, January, 1970.
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meetings of the Association. 1

Its purpose is to. emphasize

the values aspect of education at the junior college level,
and to encourage values activities on the various California
junior college campuses.

The stated function of the

Committee is "to aid in the development of moral and
spiritual values among the students in California junior
colleges." 2
One of the activities of the California Junior
College Association Values Commi·ttee was the sponsorship,
during the 1963-64 academic year, of a project on "Value
Dimensions in Teaching."

Various publications were

dist:eibuted, and news releases given ou·t to focus thought
on this topic.
--~

il

-i

I
-1
l
'

One of the·by-products was a group of

--,~scsays -on-va-lues -by-v-ar.-ious--3-un-ior--co llege-ins:tr_uc:tors_.] .______ _

It is interesting to note that in this collection of 23
essays not one writer represented engineering and technical
education, although several individuals fromsuch fields
had been invited to. submit papers. 4

1california Junior College Association Handbook,
1968·-70, p. 35.

2~.
3 california Junior College Associa·tion, Values in
J~!_o;: Cq)-leg<?_ EducatioD:, (Moral and Spiritual Values
Committee, C.J.C.A., 1964).
4 Ibid., p. iii.
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Philosophy courses.

The philosophy department would

be one logical location in the curriculum for courses which
·normally have values as a part of their content.

A catalog

survey of such courses was made at the Bureau of Community
Colleges in Sacramento.

The results of the survey are

reported in the appendix.l
Some of the courses offered at the colleges are
"Problems of Modern Life," "Values for Living," "Ethics,"

~

l

I
l

_j

l-,--.- 1l
-j

"Comparative Religion," "World Religions," "Religions of
the West and East, " and "Philosophy of Religion. "

However,

it does not necessarily follow tha·t ·the instructors of such
coi;rses teach moral and et.hical values, and. obviously are
not <tllowed to teach religion, in the s.ense of indoctrina-

i::::::~hp::::~::y~::::::::u::r::::·i::~s~C·:::-:::t_e_.

::::r-,

_______ _

that the purpose of this type of course is naturally to
enhance the--s'tucleilt •s--understandTng -o-f -:t5ll:Uosophy-; but-notnecessarily to teach values. 3

The relatively limited number

l

1 Appen.~x
d" A .
2vincen·t R. Rogers and Bruce. Bu:r:nes, "Religion in
the Classroom--Another Look," Phi Delta Kappan, October,
1964, pp. 84-86; William J. Paschal, "Values as Basic in
Education, " School _anq Socie_!:.y, February 3, 1968, p. 77.
3catalog Section, California Bureau of Community
Colleg.es, Sacramento'· 1969.
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of offerings indicate that these philosophy courses touch
a fairly small segment of the student body.

In addition,

such courses may only incidentally impart values, just as
a mathematics or history course might also convey values
as a by-product of the course. 1

Gayer points out some of

the distinctions between planned and incidental moral
education. 2

An example of this distinction would be the

different effects of a lecture on honesty and a classroom
situation in which some personal possessions had bee.n stolen.
McCoy states that there is no problem of legality
in teaching about religious concepts and values in junior

J

--i~--

1i
J

colleges, as well as on other levels of public education. 3
His chief .::oncern is with the problem of proper preparation·
--of-instructors-to

-h~n€1-le

-t;he-Volr.'ious _type s_o f _courses_._ _!_!l_

citing the legality of courses about: religion in the public
schools, McCoy refers to a statement published in 1963 by
the California State Board of Education in regard to teaching about religion in public schools. 4

The summary paragraph

of this statement is:

1Jack R. Fraenkel, "Value Education in the Social
Studies," Ph:\: Delta Kappan, April, 1969, pp. 458, 459.
2Nancy Gayer, "On Making Morality Operational,"
Phi Delta Kappan, October, 1964, pp. 42-47.
3charles s. McCoy, "Religion and Western Values,"
(Sacramento: California Junior College Association, 1965).
4 Appen d"
· l.X B.

.
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. Our schools should have no hesitancy in teaching
about religion.· We urge our teachers to make clear
the contributions of religion to our civilization,
through history, art, and ethics. We want the
children of Ca'lifornia to be aware of the spiritual
principles ·-and the faith which undergird our way of
life. We are confident that our teachers are competent to differentiate between teaching about religion
and conducting a compulsory worship service. This
point of view, we believe, is in accordance with the
tradition handed down by our fathers and reaffirmed
by the United States Supreme Court.l
Values in religious studies departments.

Hany of ·

the four-year colleges and universities, particularly the
larger ones, have established separate departments of
religious studies, which include value-orien·ted courses.
111icbaelsen 2 has described the structm:e and philosophy of
ten of the larg.,,r universities having religious stud:le;;;
depa:ctments 1 both at the underg:caduat:e and g:c<.,duc.te l•O!vels.
The topic of religious studies departments is not within
the scope of this study.

However, it should be noted that

one of the main.purposes of such departments is to give a
greater emphasis to values on the large universit.y and
state college campuses, according to Shedd.3

He discusses

--~

1california State Board of Education, •reachi!].g: l'bout

!.3-e.ligign i~~ ti}_g_ .)?ub.lic:_ Schools (Sacramento'
Board of Education, 1963).
(iYiimeographed.)

California State

2Rohe:r·t Michaelsen, The S·l;_udy gf },<eligioq in· American
,Vn:i,_y.§rsi:tie_§_ (New Haven: •rhe Society of Religion in Higher
Educa·t:Lon, · 1965) .

.,

"Clarence P. Shedd, "Open Doors for Religion in the
St.a.te University," Journal Qf Higher :§Slucat.ion, l'.pril, 1959,
pp. 222-·228.
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the need for stronger non-denominational religious experiences, the need for positive values exposure in the state
university, and how some of these goals might be realized.l
Implementation of values in junior colleges.

There

are three main avenues by which the exposure to values is
augmented on junior college campuses, as reported from a
questionnaire on moral and spiritual values'sent to all the
California public junior colleges. 2
1.

The three are as follows:

Curricular offerings; that is, courses such as
"Values for Living."

l
l
l

~

2.

Extra-curricular experiences; for example,
religious groups or associations.

:_:_!-.··~---- ·-.. _3_._A_.s_s_e_n_\b_l_ie_s_,_P_r_og_r_ams,

and related activities;

e.g., religious emphasis -week.---~-··----···-·--
Some of these activities are church related, either
directly or indirectly.

However, the churches have been

slow to set up programs of religious activity at the junior
-j

l

college level, possibly because the majority of these students
are still living at home, •.vhere the parental and church
influence may still be sufficient. 3

1 shedd, Jo<;:_. cit.
2 california Junior College Association, Moral and
.§Pi~it_g_al Values in California ,Junior Colleges ·(R-eport-made

at C.J.C.A. Values Conference at University of California,
Davis, F·ebruary, 1958), p. 49 •
.3_:J,:pid., pp. 20, 21.
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La1.1rie comments that " . . . despite the fact that
the Community or Junior College has .been a part of the
educational structure of our society for over half a
century, the churches have only recently begun to give it
serious attention in their official structures concerned
with ministry in higher education." 1
.llil_es·tionnaire 2.!! values in junior college.

An

indication of how a group of California junior college
instructors and administrators viewed the subject of
transmitting values in the classroom res1.1lted from a
questionnaire survey which was conducted in 1964.

The

~

complete results of the survey are found in Appendix C.
l
----l
_:=l . ______· ______ _'l'he_ <;t1lS>s_tionD<LiJ::_e wa:;;._prsu:>arl'l~y__.:l;:be__J[_g.Jue __: __________ ·- _
Dimensions in Teaching Project of the California Junior··
College Association. 2

One hundred and forty-two indi-

vi.duals replied, of whom 9 were administrators and the
remainder instructors.

-J
1
---J

l

I·t cannot be claimed that this was

a random sampling of junior college personnel. 3

Host were

individuals who had a strong interest in the subject of

\Villiam K. Laurie, "The Churches' Concern for
Community Colleges"· (Paper read at the Community College
and the Churches Conference, Asilomar, Pacific Grove,
California, February 17, 1966, p. l.
(Mimeographed.)
2california Junior College Association, ·"Special
· ..
Report'--Value Dimensions in Teaching," 1964 . . {Mimeographed.)
3 rb_;!.d.
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values, proven by attendance at conferences on values and
service on committees related to values.

Also, the majority

of the group, 83, were liberal arts oriented.

.Less than

10 percent of them were instructors in vocational-technical
subject fields.
Of the ten questions only the second question received
responses from all of the group.

The wording of this question

was "Do you believe that the public junior colleges of
California have a responsibility for trying to tr.ansmit the
positive values of our heritage to their students?"l
One negative vote was submitted to this question, and
three of the respondents gave qualified answers such as
-

~

_j

"perhaps" or "probably."

~-~~

l
I

I
lj

-l

'

All the remaining answers were
·~

·~·-------~

-----··---

As previously mentioned, this was not a random group
bu·t made up of individuals par·ticularly concerned about the
subject of values.

Nevertheless, the survey is indicative

of the concern of some junior college personnel about the
apparent need for greater emphasis on values.

Even the low

response and level of interest in the voca·tional-technical
field suggests a need for more activi·ty by ·those in the
'locational-technical area in values participation.

hbid.
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IV.

VALUES IN ENGINEERING AND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Code of ethics for engineers.

The engineering

profession has drafted a code or canon of ethics, reprinted
in Appendix D, which amounts to a formal statement of appropriate conduct for the engineer in dealing with the public,
employers and clients, and other engineers.!

Although the

code is phrased in formal terms, it is possible to envision
such a statement as a framework of values, from which a

i
1l
;

l

greater effort could be made by engineering instructors to
teach values and their specific application to engineering
situations, as vlell as in other aspects of living.

An

illustration of the more flexible use of the engineering code

---- ____ ! __ •.____ -

-ha~ b~~n mad~-by-Freund. z-- He has outHned--aK imaginat:tve-p.tan::for translating the rather narrow ethical code for engineers
into the much broader realm of public morals and concern for
others.
Goals

!2£

engineering education.

The American Society

for Engineering Education published an extensive report. in
January, 1968, sugges·ting directions fo:r engineering education. 3

1 Engineers' Council for Professional Development,
Cod~ of ~]lies for Engi~e~, 1963.

l

I

2c. J. Freund,· "Public Concern About E-thics," ~:ggin..£'?.£
ing E!ducation, June, 1970, pp. 951-953.

3~"inal Report":
Jot!E_nal_ of.

Goals of Engineering Education.
January, 1968, pp. 367 ff.

Engj._:g~E.._i~ ~.s_:luc~io_:g,

I
j
l
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Included in this report is a section entitled,
·for Breadth in Engineering Education."

"The Need

The section contains

proposals for greater exposure of engineering students to
non-technical courses and activities. 1
The following observations and recommendations from
·the Goals Report could conceivably include concepts of
values for students· in engineering education:

'
l

..·.
J
1
1

-_-

Therefore, it is recommended that (a) the
engineering student should be sufficiently exposed
to the new facts and theories. offered by the
social sciences to help him understand the large
social problems of his time; (b) he should be
persuaded in college to set a course of life-long
study in this area; (c) he should be impressed
with the importance ·of his role in the ultimate
solution of these problems; (d) he should under-.
stand and appreciate the vital mutual influences
which have been opera·ting since the industrial

~~------- - _.~~~()~~~~~ l~:~;=~~a~~~~~ot~;;i~~~t-1~!s~~;_:!~~e~~~----~

on the other; (e) the youthful idealist should
be persuaded. that engineering offers him a field
of opportunity for the exercise of his enthusiasms
and fulfillment of his highest goals for humanity.2
It was also stated in the report that the trend in
recent years of broadening and liberalizing the education

-l

of engineering students should be continued.3

1

rb~~., pp. 382-383.

2rb~d.,

3.Ibid.

I

I
l

p. 383.
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Technology and human values.

The enginee.ring

profession, as a basic science, shares much of ·the credit,
along with other fields of scientific endeavor, for the
outstanding scientific and. technical achievements of the
present era.

Yet the profession is vulnerable, as a

science, to some of the criticism which is leveled against
science and technology by contemporary critics of our technological progress.

They charge that problems such as

pollution, overpopulation, mass military destruction, and
the harmful aspects of urbanization are partly attributable
·to the indifference o.f scientific personnel to human
welfare. 1

Whether these charges are accurate or not, the

engineering student should be prepared to reply intelligen·tly

-,

-l--~

J
I

~

-

-and-r.ationalll' __to theiU__-_
Eisenbise comments as follows: 2
Scientific discovery has gone far ahead of
man's progress in the moral realm . . . .
Undoubtedly we have improved means but unfortunately we have not improved ends. Morally,
ethically, and spiritually, we have not kept
pace wi·th our progress in the realm of science
and invention. . .Physically our students may be
perfect; intellectually they may be brilliant;
but spiritually they may be pagan.

1sir Frederick Warner, "Changing Society and the
Responsibility of Engineers," Engineering Education,
November, 1969, pp. 235, 236.
2california Junior College Association, ~oral and
· Spii::J:.t.ual yal ue~ in. California Junior Colle~ (Report at
c.,T .C.A. Values Conference at University of California,
Davis, 1958}, p. 1.

-j
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One of the basic conclusions drawn from a recent
American Society for Engineering Education (A.S.E.E.)
report on engineering education is that many of the
humanistic and social-scientific courses taken by engineering students need to be put into the context of
engineering education in order to be of optimum value to
engineering students.l

Although complete implementation

of such a recommendation would be unrealistic in most
present academic situations, the goal of more directly
involving engineering instructors in the teaching of
certain human values cours,es within an engineering
context would be a desirable one.
·-·-·- _ -'I'b-ree.- repr.e_§'entati'il@. examples of'. social concern._-·- ___ _
To illustrate the widespread interest in making the
engineering curriculum more relevant to societal needs
and to environmental concerns, courses at several colleges will be used as examples.

The three schools are:

The University of Fl<;>rida, Rensselar Polytechnic Institute
in New York, and Sacramento State College in California.

lsterling P. Olmsted (ed.). "Liberal Learning for
the Engineer," (Report of the A.S.E.E. Humanistic-Social
Research Project) Enqineering_Edu£_atio£, December, 1968,
p. 307 ff.
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Relev.ant courses offered by the three schools and
a brief description of the content in them are su:mmarized
in the following information.
University of Floridal
Course Title

Description of Content

Engineering, Technology, ·
and Social Change
(A seminar on the interrelationships of technological and societal
change.)

The role of behavioral
engineering in a technological society.
Cybernetics
Communications and man.

Man, Technology, and
Civilization

The expense of pollution.
Slavery and the steam
engine.
Machines of war and pf?ace.

Environmental Degradation
and H\.unan Survival

Problems of pollution.
Problems of overpopulation.
The environmental future.

Rensselar Polytechnic Institute2.
Elementary Engineering
(Engineering Orientation).

Interaction of engineering
design with human values.
Relationship of engineering
techniques and society.

Technological Issues

Effect of engineering
devices on people.
Contribu'cions of engineering to society.
Hist.ory of the development
of engineering.
Computers and their effect.

1 Bulletin of the ,Co;Lleae of Engineering, University
of Florida, December, 1970.
2 P. B. Daitch, "Engineering and S.ocial Values,"
Engineering Educatio~, November, 1970, pp. 125, 126.
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Course Title

Description of Content

Engineering in its Social
Context

Exploration of interrelationships between engineering
and technical problems and
their social counterparts.
(Taught by both engineers
and sociology and
humanities personnel)

Sacramento State College 1
Technology is the Global
Environment

An examination of the interaction of technology and
population, exhaustible
resources, manageable
resources and the biosphere.
Special emphasis on the
dependence of the population
explosion and global scale
contaminat.ion on technology
and the future outlook for

tJie. ecOsphere-; --··

Technology- is· -thee Social .
Environment

Technology is the Urban
Environment

---

·-'rhe -problem- and -po:tentials-of technological progress
and their effect on human
social systems. Technology
and its rise and interaction
with economic development,
work, war and the city;
including transportation,
communications and environmental quality.
'rhe rise, operation, liveability and survival of the
urban community and its relation to technology. The use
of land and resources, probl.erns of shel·ter and waste
disposal, urban regulation
and development, urban recreation and conservation.
Response of the technological
city to catastrophy •

. 1 sacramento (California) Stal~e College Catalog,
1970-71, p. 231.
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In the same report, Shedd similarly raises the issue
of reconciling values to the scientific and technological
progress which has been made so suddenly in time. dimension
units of human history.

He states; 1

The college, the university, and the church
must join hands and inescapably expose this
generation to those eternal moral and spiritual
resources rooted in our Hebrew-Christian heritage
that will redirect our amazing scientific and
technological achievements for human good.
These comments are representative of the concern of
many individualswho are aware of the gap between technological progress and social progress, in terms of the ability
of men to cooperate peacefully.

Phenix mentions that in the

- world of today technological- progress and scienticfic discover-y
ll_ay_e _!lot:_ n_eces::;a:r: i~y_l:Je€li1_Cic~~_m.pan~E'ld by _Jnu_tu<)l_ap_J?r~c~atiorl__
and understanding of divergent cultures and value systems.;;!
Muller has written as follows on the divergence·
between the present world which science and technology have
largely created, and the value system primarily inherited
from the prescientific era. 3

_j
1

I

--j

I

1 shedd, .<212· cit., p. 24.
2Phenix,

QE.·

cit., pp. 124, 5.

3Herrnann J. Nuller, "The Role of Science Education
in Value Forrna·tion," Values in American Educa·tion (Bloomington,
Indiana: Phi Delta Kappan,- T964) ;-p.7s.
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The world of today is one that presents to
us, as a result of the discoveries of science,
a radically different picture of the nature of
physical .and biological phenomena, and even of
human nature, from the pictures formed in prehistoric, ancient, and medieval times. Yet it
was in those times that the value systems were
formed that are still accepted by most of our
population.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Only if we realistically accept the whole of
this world of ours as discovered by science and
as fashioned by technology, and if we form our
values in relation to this world, can we achieve
a type of emotional involvem.ent suitable for it.
The increasing interest in and concern for the
effects of technology upon human values is reflected in
the considerable volume of recent vrriting on the topic.

l

_j
:-l~.--~--

In a b.ook edited by Burke, entitled The

.!!!!"~

Techno1.9.9.Y.

_and HUI\\912 Va.l_);!§_!?_, the subject of technolcgy and values

-

-is--'.6xp_lored _fly_i>__ntimber of individuals.

'fhe central

purpose of the book is "to explore the effects of the
advance of scientifically based technology on human

I

--I
l

l

values." 1

Burke further states that "rapid scientific

progress is producing changes in every facet of life
(and) t:hese changes are affecting human values." 2
One of the articles in the anthology of writings

i

edited by Burke is from Aldous Huxley's
Revisited.

Brav~

New

~orlg

Huxley is of the opinion that "modern

1 John G. Burke (ed.), 'l'he Ne•,r Techpology_

Values (Belmont, California:
1966)
P· iii.
I

2 rbid.

.§llld Human
Wadsworth Publishing Company,
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technology has led to the concentration of economic and
political power, and to the development of a society
controlled by Big Business and Big Government," with
their corresponding negation of human value as a
concomitant of this bigness.l
Ferkiss, in his work Technological Man:

The Myth

and the Reality, takes the position that technological man
has come of age and that we live in an era of tremendous
change, .accelerated by technological progress and the
rivalries of American capitalism and Marxist socialism. 2

!

Alt.hough he does no·t specifically mention values, the

I
_

impression drawn from Ferkiss is that human individuality

l

vdll be increasingly subjugated to technological perfec. J- --------- --------·------- ----- --·--- - ··---·----------- --- --------- ---- ---:

·.

tion.

He cri·ticizes the impersonality of technological man,

epitomized by the astronauts, the "super technicians" of
the present and the future, who are the culminating heroes
of technological civilization.3

l

i

-,

I

In a collection of writings similar ·to those made
by Burke, ·the book Automation, Education, and Human Values,

l

edited by Brideman and Lehrer, continues this theme of the

1

·.
Ibid., p. 402.

2victor

c.

Ferkiss, Technological Man: The Myth
George BJ~aziller, Inc., 1969),

.§BQ the !:1-...§lal~_ty (New York:

p. 7, 8.
3 Ibid., p. 4, 5.
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dehumanizing tendencies of automation and industrial
technology. 1
Walker is more optimistic about the possibilities
of technology and its beneficial potential for mankind,
although he also points out the negative potentialities. 2
He writes:
Rapid change has left most Americans a little
breathless. So complex are the effects of changing technology that they have overtaken man as
problems rather than opportunities. If men are
to utilize technology for the good life, they will
have to find a substitute for time, which in the
past permitted ·the human organism, and the
community, to adjust to the pace of history.3
'l'hus the appropriateness of values in technical and

!
l

-i

-r

science-I.·elated education and their need in a world increasingly oriented toward scientific and technological solutions
to problems is corroborated by a-numb-e~r--uf-writ.eJ:Cs-.-·-· · - - · - · V.

SUMMARY

Most of the writers on the subject of values stress
the need for greater emphasis on strengthening values and
moral. training in the educa·tiona.l experience.

There are

lwilliam W. Brideman and Stanley Fehrer, Automation,
Education, and Human Values (New York: School and Society

p:14. - - -

ii;~ks-,-l966T:___

?

-charles R. Walkei.", 'l'echn£1gg_y, Industry, _9nd
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968.), pp. 4-6.
3Ib:i_&. , p. 5.

~

J
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differences of opinion on how this increased emphasis can
best be accomplished, but there is general agreement that
values and moral and spiritual education need a stronger
role in the schools.
There are a variety of reasons for the rela·tive
.absence of values in most educational experiences, but the
fact tha·t values are neglected weakens the educational process and its product, in the opinion of many of the
commentators.
Ways and means of using values material in junior
college curricula were outlined in several of t.he a:cticles.
'rhe California Junior College Association has taken l:he

J

lead in disseminating information related to values on
this level of education.
The gap between technological and social progress
was pointed out in some of the articles.

l
I

In addi·tion,

those writing about. this gap are· generally of the opinion
that science and technology are vulnerable to the criticism
that engineers and scientis·ts are indifferent to the needs
and concerns of many people, even if this criticism of
technology is an oversimplification of a complex problem.

--j

A few writers at·tempted to identify ways of
implemen·ting values specifically in engineering and technical
courses, although there is· rela·tively little past or current
literature on values applied to technology.

]
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES USED AND QUESTIONNAIRE
DISTRIBUTION AND RESPONSE
This study was planned to .be a descriptive research
type of study, as described by Borg. 1

As mentioned in the

limitations section of Chapter I, it is limited to the engineering transfer programs of a number of California public
junior colleges.

Dr. Carl Winter, Educational Consultant

for the California Bureau of Community Colleges in Sacramento,
was consulted as to those public junior colleges maintaining
so;ue distinct form of engineering curriculum.

He recommended

that 75 colleges bG contacted, out of the currGnt total of

.

-I~~----·----·----------z-----· ~--··-··---·----- ~- ----·-·~----·-··----!

l

iI

-j

92 in California.

The names of the colleges from \vhich at

· least one instructor reply was received are reported in
Appendix E.
I.

THE QUESTIONNAIRES

There were two types of questionnaires used ·to
facilita·te the collection of information, one fo:r: instructors
and one for st:udents.

The complete conten·t of the two

I

--I

lwalter F. Borg, Educa·tional Research: An ..f.ntroduct:_ion
(New York: David McKay Company, Inc-:-~J":963), pp. 202 ff.
2'J.'he Califor~ia CorrmJUnit.y Colleges, DirectQE.y of
California l?uhlic Community Colleges, April, 1970.

-l
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questionnaire forms is located in Appendix F.

Each

question is repeated when analyzing the questionnaire
returns in Chapter IV.
The two questionnaireswere designed to be similar,
although not identical, since certain questions for ·the
instructors would not apply to the students, e.g., number
of years of teaching experience.

The basic reason for

the similarity in the two questionnaires was to. give some
comparison betwe<9n instructor and student responses·.
The questionnaire forms were subdivided into four
parts:

I

:1_
_Jl

1.

Personal information

2 •. Course information
3.

Evaluation of courses

4.

Responsibility of engineers for
environment and values.

!
l

1

-j

l

The questions which were selected for the form are
discussed in this section on the basis of their application
to the study.

Organization of the discussion will be by

the four parts outlined abo·•1e.
Personal Information
Al·though the personal information section of the
questionnaire was not planned to be used in a statistical
manner, it was considered to be of interest and of possible
use in the report

an~lysis.

This.section of the
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questionnaire covered questions 1 through 4 on both student
and instructor forms, and contained personal and biographical
information.

The following information was requested:

Student form:
1.

Name (optional), sex, and age

2.

Junior college

3.

Year in college; major

4.

Years of military sex·vice (if any) completed

Instructor form:
1.

Name (optional if results not requested)

2.

Junior college

3.

Number of years of teaching experience

4.

Degrees completed

--l'

lI

-l

_!

to encourage the individuals returning the questionnaire to

·-------

reply and make commen·ts without any sense of constraint, if
they desired.to do so.

Most of those returning the question-

naire included their name in the personal information supplied
on the form.

j

The nex·t four ques·tions of ·the questionnaire deal with
.

'

information being sought on the various courses at junior
colleges which might include values within their content.·
Question 5 was intended t.o determine if most of the engineering students at the junior colleges surveyed take a course in
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engineering orientation,.and if most of the colleges have
such a course.

A secondary purpose was to determine if

this course offers information about values in engineering
as part of its course content, since this could be considered the most likely course for values information
within the engineering curriculum.
The next question, number 6, was designed to
determine if other courses in junior college partially or
completely.fulfilled the need for values instruction.

The

respondents' impressions were also sought as to what depth
such. cour.ses are covered and what types of courses include
values in their content.

Examples of such courses would be

philosophy, religion, ethics, and psychology.

-1 - ---of values and conservation--environmental pollution problems,
with which there is increasing concern.

The two areas, i.e.

values and environment, have certain common characteristics,
and the main purpose of this question was to relate the two
in the minds of those participating in the survey.
Question 8 was included to determine if the need for

I

values in engineering courses is presently being met in some

]

colleges within the educational program for engineer.ing

- -j
'

students.
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Evaluation of Courses
The next three questions of the two forms were
designed to elicit information on student and instructor
attitudes toward humanities courses and also to assess
student and instructor attitudes toward some of the
engineering courses.

on how some engineering students and instructors responded
in comparing engineering and humanities courses.

The

I

instructor replies were not broken into two categories, as

li

individual opinions.

in the previous results, since these replies represent

I

Question 9 was intended to probe i:he usefulness

---'

-

These questions sought information

~-

and. relevancy of the various_ humanities courses taken by
--------

---------------

---

---------

---------------------

--

~~-----------

engineering students.
The intent of question 10 was to determine to what
extent values are imparted in such a course as engineering_
orienta.tion.

Information was also desired on whether

engineering students and instructors consider humanities
courses more useful in ·transmitting values 11eeded by the
engineer, or if courses designed specifically for engineering students are considered more useful ·to these
students.
The purpose of ques·tion 11 was ... to obtain information
about ·the adequacy of instruc·tion for engineers in the
areas of values, social responsibili-ty, and ethics.

Instruc-

tors and students were also questioned on whether they
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thought that more instruction relating values and social
responsibility of engineers would be useful in their
professional careers.
Responsibility of Engineers for Environment and Values
The last four questions on the two forms are in
this part of the questionnaire.

These questions deal with

some of the major problems confronting mankind in today's
world such as hunger, poverty, overpopulation, and environmental problems.

Each of the four questions is identical

on the two forms, except for a mir.or difference of wording
in number 12.

As in the preceding section, only individual

surveyed students and instructors on how they felt about
the relevancy of their engineering courses to some of mankind's major problems.
are:

_,

The problems specifically mentioned

overpopulation, poverty, hunger, environment, and

pollution.

Many of these and similar problems will

primarily require engineering and scientific solutions.
As pointed out in Chapter II, criticisms have been
made of the engineering profession in terms of its alleged
indifference t.o societal problems and environmental considerations.

Whether such criticisms are valid is beyond

the scope of this report, but an at·tempt was made in this
question, number 13, to determine whether engineering

-1
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instructors and students are aware of such criticism.

A

·secondary purpose was to de·termine engineers' attitudes
toward such problems.
The next question, number 14, continues the thought
of the previous question, focusing the attention on problems
related specifically to conservation, environment, and
pollution.

The question has three basic divisions;

responsibility for creating problems, responsibility for
helping in their solution, and ability to find solutions
for problems of conservation, environment, and pollution.
Question 15 is similar to the previous question
except that it is direc·ted toward social and ethical
problems, rather t.han problems of conservation, environment, and pollution.

Its major intent is to de·termine if

engineers' attitudes toward social and ethical problems
differ from their attitudes toward problems more directly
related to engineering, such as environment and pollution.
In the last question of each questionnair:e provision.
was made for individual comments on the subject of values
in engineering, and for other related remarks.
tional comments were optional.

These.addi-

This par·t of the question-

naire contained some of the most useful information
resulting from the survey.

A separate section on student

and instructor comments is included in the last section of
the next chapter.
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II.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES

Student Questionnaire
Distribu-tion of the student questionnaire was made
to 13 junior colleges.

Prio:c arrangements had been made

with individual engineering instructors at these colleges
to administer the questionnaires.

Replies to the student

form were received from all of the colleges to which student
questionnaires were sent except Sierra College in Rocklin,
California.

The instructor at Sierra College to whom the

forms were sent was'unable to administer the questionnaire,
al-though he had originally intended to do so.
A list of ·the 12 college"s from which student replies
were

--lJ---l

-

-

rec,~ived

.is shown .in Table I.

This table also contains

enrol-lrnent-i-n-forcma-tien--and--loca-t-ions o-f -the schools- ______________ _
participating in the student questionnaire.
Basis of selection.

The schools were selected on

the basis of their varied geographical locations and their

_l

wide range of enrollments.

They

aJ~e

approximately equally

divided between Northern and Southern California.

Six of

the colleges are located in the Greater Los Angeles area.
Three of the remaining six schools are situ-ated in the Central
Valley, two of ·these in the North and one in the Sout:h.
o·ther three schools are in the Central Coastal Region.

The
In this

latter group, two are in the San F.r:·ancisco Bay area, and one is

I

~~----~--·

'

..1." ..~--··~~~~·"·-~·
. . .I
---~~-L~~~~~'""~~~~~

TABLE :rl
I .

LOCATION AND EtffiOL~~~~ OF 12 COLLEGES
WHERE STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
WAS ADMINISTERED
Figures

~re for Fall, 1969
Full Time
Enrollment

Total
Enrollment

Sacramento
Bakersfield
Azusa
. San Pablo
Cypress

5,744
4,635
2,968
2, 665
2, 564

8,325
9,194
6,887
5,986
4, 983

Hartnell (HC)
Los Angeles City (LACC}
Moorpark (MC)
Mt, San Antonio (MSAC)
Rio Hondo (RHC)

Salinas
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Ivalnut
Wnittier

1, 571
7,093
2,098
5,649
3,639

3, 520
17,463
4, 677
13,820
8,629

Sacramento City (SCC)
San Mateo (CSM)

Sacra~mento

5;901
5,187

8,088
15,938

Location

College and Abbreviation
American River (ARC)
Bakersfield (BC)
Citrus (CC)
Contra Costa (CCC)
cypress (CJC)

San Mateo

lEnrollment figures from Depar·~~ent of Finance, State of California,
Total and Full-time Enrollment in 1 California Institutions of Higher Education,
Fall, 1969. Sacramento: March, ~970.
I

I
U1

<.0
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in the Monterey Bay vicinity.

Table II identifies the

geographical regions in which the colleges are located.
The size of the 12 participating colleges was
selected so that a wide range of enrollments would be
covered by the student survey.

The schools range in size

from Hartnell College, the smallest, to Los Angeles City
College, the largest.

The information supplied in the

full-time enrollment column of Table I is used as a basis
for classification.

The full-time enrollment was con-

sidered as a more reliable indication of size, and thus
a more stable indicator.l
On the basis of full-time enrollment, five of the
_j

colleges were in the large category, i.e. , above 5, 000

::_J- - - -sfi.IC!ents:

:FTve of ctne

cC>Ileges were-l:ii-i::.lie medTurn

gory, be·tween 2, 500 and· 5, 000 students.

cate-=

In the small

category, that is, under 2, 500 enrollment, two colleges-·Hartnel.l and Moorpark--returned student questionnaires.
The colleges are grouped by size in •rable III, using the
-J

small, medium, and large classifications that have been
mentioned.
Instructor Questionnaire
The instructor questionnaire is basically similar
to the student questionnaire, as mentioned earlier in this

lnepartrnent of Finance, Sta·te of California, Tot.al
..?nq Full-Time Enrollment., California ):nst.~t.ution~. _g_f Higller.
~ducation, Ii'all, 1969, Sacramento:
March, 1970

6L

TABLE II
REGIONAL LOCATION.OF 12 COLLEGES
ADMINISTERING THE STUDENT
QUESTIONNAIRE
San Francisco Bay

Central Valley

Los AngeleE!_

College of San Mateo (N)*
Contra Costa College (N)

American River (N)
Sacramento City (N)
Bakersfield (S)

(All S)
Citrus
Cypress
(Orange County)
Los Angeles City
Moorpark
(Ventura County)
Mt. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

Central Coast
Hartnell (N)

-I

~---

j

'

-l

-1l

--j

---

--

-----

* (N)

Nort.hern California
(S) - Southern California

ll
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TABLE III
FULL TIME ENROLLMENT GROUPING OF
THE 12 PARTICIPATING COLLEGESl
Small
(Under 2,500)
Hartnell
Moorpark

l
-I

r1

I

Medium

Large

(2,500 to 5,000)

(Above 5, 000)

Bakersfield
Citrus
Con·t.ra Costa
Cypress
Rio Hondo

American River
Los Angeles City
Mt. San Antonio
Sacramento City
College of San Mateo

1For. specific enrollment figures, see Table I.
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chapter.

It was mailed to the 75 community colleges which

were recommended by Carl Winter of the California Bureau of
Community Colleges.

A list of most of the Engineering

Department Chairmen at these colleges was obtained from
Fred Hirsch, Chairman of the Engineering and Technology
Division at Chabot College, Hayward.
A copy of the letter sent to the Engineering
Department Chairmen at the 75 colleges, as well as a list
of the colleges from which instructor replies were received,
are included in Appendices E and G.
Re:j.a:te.S\ facJ:s.

Included in the list of 75 colleges

contacted were the 12 schools from which student question-- _naires weze

re_c_eiy~cd. __

At __each of __these_l2-insti-tutions-an-

effort was made to obtain more than one instructor survey
reply.

~'his

would give a better basis of comparison with

the accompanying student questionnaires from these schools.
More than one copy of the instructor fm:rn was sent to
several other schools, particularly to those schools where
more than one name was available in regard to
departwent responsibilities.

enginef~rh1g

The receipt of more than one

response from a number of the schools explains why there
were more total instructor. responses returned than the
number of schools from which at. least one instructor
replied.
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Questionnaire Response
Student response.

A total of 311 student

questionnaires was returned, ranging from eight at Hartnell
College to 43 from the College of San Mateo.

A total of

460 student forms was mailed to the 13 selected colleges,
and 311 wer.e returned fr.om 12 of these schools.

This

represents a return of slightly under 70 percent of the
student forms.

This information is summarized in Table IV,

which gives the numerical response from.students and
in13tructors.
Instrtl_ctor response.

Statistical data on the

colleges to which instructor forms were mailed.

-1

A total of 60 individual instructor replies was
received from this first group.

A second mailing was made

to those colleges from which no instructor reply had been
received approximately one month after the initial mailing.
•rhere were 33 individual instructors contacted in the
second mailing, and 18 replies were received from this
latter group.

This accounts for the total of 78 indivi-

dual instructor replies shown in Table IV.
of instructor replies received was 81.

The percen·t.age
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TABLE IV
QUESTIONNAIRE NUMERICAL RESPONSE
BY STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS

Student Questionnaire
Number of
Replies

College

~
l

-----'i

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress

15

Hartnell
I.os Angeles
Moorpark
Mt.. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

8
34

42

15
38

25

10
12
30

sacramento
San Mateo
Total Student Questionnaire Replies

Instructor Questionnaire
College

58

75

j
--j

Individuals Contacted

.

77

Individual Replies

78

96

1

Repli~.§.

81

.

--Names of colleges contacted located in Appendix E.
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III .

SUMMARY

The procedures used to obtain information about
values in engineering programs at a number of California
-:

junior colleges are described in this chapter.

Various

steps were taken to help insure adequate coverage of the
colleges, and as large a response as possible, such as
the utilization of consultant services of the Bureau of
Community Colleges in Sacramento.
Two basically similar types of questionnaires were
sent out, an instructor form and a student form.

Both

questionnaires were made up of 15 questions, and arranged
into 4 subdivisions:

---1

j-

_l._ P_ersonal information_

------~

2.

Course informat.ion-

3.

Evaluation of courses

4.

Responsibility of engineers for
environment and values.

Tables I, II, and III present information about
the locations and sizes of the 12 colleges in '"hich the
student questionnaire was administered.

-!

I
I

Table IV sum-

marizes information on the student and .instructor response
.·to the questionnaires.

There were 311 student question-

naires returned out of 440_ma.iled out.

In the instructor

response, · 78 .individuals returned completed forms, out
of 96 instructors who received the questionnaire.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES
The purpose of this chapter is to present the
results of the questionnaires.
into two parts:

The presentation is divided

(1) the results of the questionnaires, and

(2) selected comments from students and instructors.

Both

a quantitative and qualitative method of summarizing the
returns are used.

The numerical results of the question-

naires are pre.sented in tabular form, with an accompanying
interpretation of the results for each table.

Following the

section on the :r:esul·ts of the questionnaires, some of the
comments f:!:om bot.h students and instructors are given.

'l'hese

remarks were selected for the purpose of giving greater
insight into the personal views of engineering students and
instructors on problems related to social attitudes and
environmental considerations.

_l

I.

RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES

Informational Summary
'.l'ables V through XYJ present the data from the student
returns for each of the 12 participating colleges.

These

tables also include the corresponding numerical response from
the instructor returns for purposes of comparison.

The

questions on the instructor form were similar to, or, in some
instances, identical'with, those questions on ·the student form.
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Numerical accuracy.

The number of questions

answered was at the discretion of the individual who
completed .the questionnaire.
ques·tions were fully answered.

Therefore, not all of the
For this reason, the total

number of replies to an individual question does not always
match the number of forms-received.

The total number of

replies is shown in Table IV of Chapter III.

Individual

question results are presented in the order they we.re asked
in the table_s that follow in this chapter.

However, most

individuals, instructors, and students completely answered
all of the questions on the questionnaire.
TWQ cate~Q~ies Q£ jnstructor replies.

-1 - ----

l

_thJ.:'Ol.l_gh YJIJ:_ on cg:urse inform_9j:io_r1_ h_av§'_ two
instructor replies.

Tables V
cat~ories_of

These results are located in the bottom-

two rows of figures on each of these four tables.

J

I

The fiJ.:'st

rovl' is for the replies of the individual instructors returning the questionnaire.

The second row is for the .number of

individual colleges from which replies \'lere received.

The

reason for this differentiation of instructor replies int.o
two categories is that there was more than one instructor
who replied from some of the colleges.

Therefore, in terms

of course information,·the second row avoids duplication of
information from the individual colleges.

This dual ca·tegory

of information on instructors and colleges is found only in
Tables V through VIII.
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Course titles.

The individual replying to questions

6, 7, and 8 is instructed on the questionnaire to list the
titles of certain courses.

Since this information is diffi-

cult to include statistically, the column in Tables VI, V!!.,
and VIII which lists this information is headed "Mentions."
Thus the figures in this column should be interpreted as the
number of individua.ls who mentioned at least one course or
type of course in the space provided for this information in
these three questions.
The remainder of this section of the chapter contains
an interpretation and discussion of the results for questions·
5 through 15 of the questionnaire.

The results are presented

in the order in which they appeared on the form.
--'

-

Engineering orientation enrollment.
Instructor question:
5.

a.

Does your college offer a course in
engineering. orientation?

b.

If answer is yes, does .i·t include
instruction about values in
engineering, as defined above?

--l

j

Student question:
5.

a.

Have you taken a course in
engineering orientation in
a junior college?

b.

If answer is yes, did it include
instruction about values in
engineering as definedabove?

c.

If answer is no, will you be taking
a course in engineering orientation'?
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The total results indicate that approximately twothirds of the students either had already completed a course
in engineering orientation, or intended to ·take the orientation course.

Of those who had already completed an orienta-

tion course, 73 percent considered values in engineering to
have

been,ji~.ii~Xt

of the course content.

Although some of the

individual comments indicated that the values content was
quite low in engineering orientation courses, there was
evidence of some coverage of values in most of these courses.
The instructor returns likewise indicated that the
majority of the colleges, somewhat over two-thirds, offered
·a course in engineering orientation.

Also, almost 75 percent

of the instructors considered instruction about values in
engineering to be part of the course content in the
engineering orientation courses.

(See Table V)

Ethics, morals, and values.
Instructor question:
6.

a.

Does your college offer any o·ther
courses which include instruction
about ethics, morals, and values?

b.

Please list the title(s) of these courses.

_!

Student question:
6.

I

I

a.

Have you taken any courses in junior
college which included instruction
about ethics, morals, or values?

b.

If yes, to what depth was the topic covered?

c.

Please lis·t the title ( s) of these courses.

___

,,_

'''

..,j.,~,=~~-'' '

-~~,·-·

,
i

I

I

I

-

'
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''

I
I
jTABLE V
STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR RESPONSES TO QUESTION 5 1
ON ENGINEERING IORIEbi'TATION ENROLLMENT
I

I

Engineering
orientation!
taken
[
I

Values
inclusion
Not
No
Yes
sure

Plan to take
orientation
Not
Yes
sure
No

Yes

Not

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress

5
5
7
27
22

101
36
,8
11
3

5
2
7
19
18

0
2
1
3
,3

0
2
0
4
2

2
1
2
2
3

3
21
4
5
2

5
12
2
4
0

Hartnell
Los Angeles
Hoorpark
Mt., San Antonio
Rio Hondo

5
25
6
4
20

31

!I

1~1

4
18
5
1
14

0
3
0
3
5

1
3
1
1
3

0
4
1
1
3

1
1
2
5
4

3
5
3
2
5

Sacramento
San Hateo

29
21

1ol
221

23
18

5

1

4
3

5
4

4
9

4
8

176

1341

134

26

24

28

61

53

57
40

19
18

44

7
7

8

Student Totals
College Totals
Instructors: 2
a. Individuals
b. Colleges
1 Appendix F.
2Th

35

6

I

.
t rue-cor
'
.
'
J.
e ~ns
ques t"~onna~re1rep.~es
aresh own in two forms:

a.
b.

Total individual instructor replies
Total colleges represe1ted by instructor replies.
I

'-l
I-'
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The predominantly negative student response, slightly
over 60 percent, to part (a) indicates that there is a lack
of exposure to courses including instruction in the area of
values, at least in the engineering students' opinions on
this.

Hmvever, for those who had taken such courses, the

major reaction was that the topics of values, ethics, and
morals were covered adequately.

Approximately one-fourth of

those exposed to values ins·truction stated that the subject
was thoroughly covered.

A slightly larger group, almost 30

percent, indicated very little exposure to values instruction
in such courses.

Just under one-third of the respondents

mentioned at least one course in which ·they regarded values
as being a part of the course content.
The instruc·tor question differed somewhat from that
of the s·tudents in part (a), hence the results would not
necessarily be similar.

I

Most of the instructors, i.e., 61

percent, appeared to be aware of other courses in their college curriculums offering instruction in the areas of ethics,
morals, and values.

Some of these courses or areas were

mentioned by the instructors, e.g., psychology, philosophy,
humanities, and religion.

(See Table VI)

Conservation, environn1ent_, and pollution.
Instructor and studen·t ques·t:i.on:
7.

a.

Does your co lleg·e offer any courses
in which problems of conservation,

I....

~.~·~~~~-

'L'"

I

---~,--....~~- -~--·.-~- ·--~ ""~"·"·~~

Tl>BLE VI
STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR
RESPONSES
TO QUESTION' 6 1
I
,
ON ETHICS, MORALS, AND VALUES

i

Colleges with
student
r:espons.es

.l'"merican River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress
Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt •. San Antonio
Rio Hondo
Sacramento
San Mateo
Student Totals
Cqllege Totals
Instructors: 2
a.
Individuals
b. Colleges

Cou:ses.wi~h- ~nstruc

tl.on l.n E>th·l.c s ,
morals, a,nd values
Not
Yes
No I
sure

Depth of coverage

1

5
9

3

14
10
3

14
5
3

8
29
101
171
11

I

2r
191
3

91

1

Thoroughly

Adequately

0
1
0
1
0

4
4

3
l
l
0
4

0
2
4
0

3

2
10
2
l
4

3
2
6
4

very

Course titles
mentioned

Little
0

4
2

0

7
5

4
8
2

9

16

3

8

1
2
1

14

1

3

0

7

2
6

7

191

21
12

15!
26I

3

5

3
4

11
5

8
3

21
11

106

168

33

28

55

34

102

46
38

8'

21

7

20

ll,ppendix F
2The instructor questionna~re replies are shown in two forms:
a. Total individual instructor replies
b. Total colleges repr~sented by instructor replies.
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ecology, environment, and pollution
are dealt with in a way which is
meaningful for engineering_students?
b.

Are these_courses taught by engineering
instructors?

c.

Please list the title(s) of these courses.

Most of the students, i.e., some 71 percent, replying
to question 7 were unsure whether there were courses dealing
with conservation and environment problems at their college,
or else replied that their college had no such courses.
In those colleges where conservation ·and environment
courses are offered, these courses are generally not taught
by engineering instructors, the survey indicated.

This is

to be expected, since such courses more naturally would be
_j.oca~E)g_in_ -~'~Q_].Qgy_gn_Q,

_life__S>c:Len_ce_departmen:ts._

Some 20 percent of the student respondents mentioned
specific courses offered at their college dealing with
environment.

Although many of these answers are repetitive

from the same colleges, they indicate that there are environmental courses available to engineering students at some
schools.
The instruc·tor response to the question concurred
with that of the students in the part reques·ting information
on whether engineering instructors teach conservation-type
courses, that is, they usually do not.

However, more of

the instructors, 60 percent, seemed aware of courses at
their colleges in which problems of conserva-tion, ecology,

I

I

-~---~~-~~~···· ~-·'• "~·~

I

:

i

L___i.~~~~~~~····-~-~~~~~~~~

T}mLE VII
1

I

AND INSTRUCTOR RESPONSES TO QUESTION 7~
ON CONSERVATION,jENVIRONMENT, AND POLLUTION

STUDE~~

Colleges with
student
responses

i •

Courses dea[llng
with conservation
and environlnent
:'Not
1

Taught by engineering
instructors
Not
Yes
Some
sure
No

Course titles
mentioned

Yes

No

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress

3
5
10
1
3

3
17
1
13
3

9
18
4
22
19

0
0
5
1
1

0
1
4
2
1

4
10
1
11
4

9
17
3
12
13

1
4
7
1
3

Hartnell
Los Angeles
Hoorpark
Ht. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

1
10
6
1
3

4
3
1
3
11

2
20
3
8
15

2
6
4
0
1

0
l
0
0
1

0
1
3
2
8

2
19
2
8
11

1
4
6
0
3

Sacramento
San Mateo

11

33

12
0

16
10

1
3

2
6

10
13

15
19

5
24

Student Totals

87

71

146

24

18

67

130

59

College Tot.als
Instruc'cors: 2
a. Individuals
b. Colleges

42
32

26
22

6
6

8
7

13
9

30
27

0
0

40
33

sure

1 Appendix F
2The instructor questionnaire.replies are shown in two forms:
a. Total individual ihsttuct:or replies
b. Total colleges represrnted by instructor replies.
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environment, and pollution are dealt with, whereas the
student response to this question indicated less awareness of such courses, only 29 percent indicating definite
knowledge of such courses.

(See Table VII)

Values for engineering students.
Instructor and student question:
8.

a.

Does your college presently offer
courses fo~ engineering students
dealing with values, such as those
mentioned in the directions?

b.

Are these courses taught by
engineering inst,ructors?

c.

Please list the. title(s) of ·these courses.

All except one of the colleges had at least one
;~-

~-

-affirmati'.le _repl;<t _from p_tude11_t13

_j:Q_

the__<;{Llestiorl_of vrhethEl_r ~ _

courses containing values information were offered to
engineering students.

However, 28 percent of the individual

student answers were negative, and t.he largest group of

J

·respondents·-- some 48 percent--indicated "not sure."

One

conclusion would be that a greater emphasis upon values in
the course content for engineering students is needed.
•rnere was indication that the courses containing
values information for engineering students are generally
taught by engineering instructors, when such courses are
offered.

At most of t.he schools, the course most often

mentioned by the students as containing values information

~'-'·--'·-·
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I
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reABLE VIII
STUDENT AJ'.<""D INSTRUdToR RESPONSES TO QUESTION 8 1
ON VALUES FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Colleges with
student
responses

Courses for lengi-,
neering stuqents
dealing with !values
!

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress
Hartnell
Los Angeles
.Moorpark
Mt. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

~aught

N.ot

sure

Yes

Yes

No

2
3
5

3

10

15

20

2
1

by engineering
instructors
Not
sure
Some
No
0
0

1

5

.Course titles
mentioned

7
16
5

1
4

11
11

8

1

3

6

4

0

1

6
8

16

14
11

6
6

0
1

5

3

1
2
3

3

3
9

0
0
0
0
0

0

1

2

14

1

1

5
3

1
6
0
0

5

10

4

10
1
0

5

19
6

1

6

7

12

9

1
0
6

Sacramento
San Hateo

13
14

9

17
17

11

0

7

13

1

3
5

15
12

6
13

Student Totals

72

81

139

62

2

30

110

50

College Totals
Instructors:2
a. Individuals
b. Colleges

22
18

46

2

20

2

17

2
2

8

40

2
2

19

s

i

7

7

23
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2The instructor questionnaire !replies are shown in two forms:
a. Total individual instructor replies
b. Total colleges represe~ted by instructor replies.
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is the engineering orientation course, previously discussed
in the section for question 5.
The instructor replies were more decidedly indicative
of the absence of specific courses for engineering students

1
i

which deal with values.

More than two-thirds of the colleges

have no courses at present which concentrate specifically on
values for engineering, according to the instructors.

When

there are such courses, they are usually taught by
engineering instructors, both groups indicated.

(See Table

VIII)

Humanities courses and .§_ngineers.
Instructor question:

_j

j
l

---1l

9.

In. your opinion, are courses in the
humanities (e.g., psychology, sociology,
·Bn':]"l-~sh-)-use-fuL .to engine_er ing_students__
in understanding the responsibilities of
engineers and scientists?

Student question:
9.

To what extent do you find that courses in
the humanities (e.g., psychology, sociology,
English) are useful to you in understanding
the responsibilities of engineers and
scientists?

The majority of respondents, both students and
instructors, somewhat over _70 percent, indicated ·that
humani·ties courses are well received.

However, a subs·tan-·

tial nuniber of both groups, over 25 percent, indicated that
they considered such courser> of little or no use .i.ri unders-tanding the

respons~bilities

(See '!'able IX)

of engineers and scientists.

·~- -"'"·''J --~-~-
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I
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TABLE IX

STUDENT AND INSTR~CTOR RESPONSES TO QUESTION gl
ON HUMANITI s COURSES AND ENGINEERS
1

Colle9es with
student
responses

ta~en by

Courses

I

engineering students in the humanities

Very useful

Useful

Of little use

Of no use

3
4
5
6
1

4
19
5
18
15

4
2
12
7

3
6
2
0
2

0
12
5

8
15
1
6
21

0
6
2
1
4

0
0
2
1
2

8
5

17
35

14
0

0
3

Student Totals

55

164

63

21

Instructor Totals

21

31

20

1

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress
Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt. San Antonio
Rio Hondo
Sacramento
San Mateo

1

3

3

I

I

11
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Courses with values content.
Instructor and student question.
10.

a.

In your judgment are courses such as
engineering orientation and motivation
useful in developing a proper sense of
values?

b.

Do you consider the humanities courses
which are value-oriented, or courses
particularly designed for engineering
students more useful?

The evidence from the replies is that engineering
instructors and students do consider engineering orientation and motivation courses as useful or very useful in
developing a proper sense of values--in both groups
approximately 75 percent were of this opinion. Correspondingly, when asked to compare the utility of the valueoriented humanities courses and courses particularly
designed for engineering s·tudents, by a margin of a little
more than 2 to 1, the engineering students rated the
engineering orientation type of course more.useful to them.
The instructor reaction to comparing the utility of
engineering and humanities courses was not as definite as
that of the students.

Although instructors also favored

courses particularly designed for engineering students over
humanities courses, their opinions on this subject were less
definite, slightly over 55 percent being of this opinion.
(See Table X)

~----~~-~·----~~-
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. TABLE X
I
STUDENT AND INSTRUC~OR RESPONSES TO QUESTION 101
ON COURSES WITB VALU~S CONTENT

.

Colleges with
student
responses
American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress

I.

Courses in engin~e:ing orientation
for 1iTaJ.ues:
Very
Pf little
Of no
Useful
use
useful
use
3
6
2
9
4

7
16
12
17
14

Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

0
11
3
2
7

Sacramento
San Mateo

Which courses more useful
Humanities

Engineering

4
8
1
9
5

0
6
0
3
2

2
11
4
17
3

12
21
10
19
21

6
18
2
5
15

1
4
4
3
6

0
1
1
0
1

2
7
5
5
9

5
24
4
5
21

12
8

18
. 21

8
10

1
0

16
7

. 22
32

Student. Totals

67

151

63

15

88

196

Instructor Totals

16

41

14

2

31

I

39*

*(5 - not sure)
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Relationship of values to potential engineering
occupation.
Instructor question:

11.

a.

Do engineering students receive
adequate instruction relating values,
social responsibility, and ethics to
their potential occupation?

b.

Would more instruction in this area be
useful ·to the engineering student?

Student question:

11.

a.

Do engineering students receive
adequate instruction relating values,
social responsibility, and et.hics to
their potential occupation?

b.

Would more instruction in ·this area
be useful to you as an engineering
student?

'the responses indicate that most of the students and
instructors do not consider the present amount of values
instruction adequate, although proportionally more students
than instructors consider it so.

-I

The majority of those ,.,ho

replied from both groups do not consider the instruction
relating values and engineering as sufficient.
'1'l11en indicating whether more instruction in this area
would be useful, some 90 percent of the student and instructor
responden·ts were definitely in favor of more instruction, or
were at least interested in the possibility of more instruction r.elating values and engineering.

(See Table XI)

~-~~~~~':""'"·L_,
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Tl\BLE XI
STUDENT AND INST~UCTOR RESPONSES TO QUESTION
ON RELATI~G VALUES TO POTENTIAL
ENGIJ:'!EERING OCCUPATION
Colleges with
student
·_responses

American River
Bakersfield
<:;itrus
Contra Costa
Cypress
Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt._ S<J.n Antonio
Rio Hondo

Instruction relating values
to occuwation is adequate
fqr engineers
Not
·Yes
sure
No

3
9
4
8
5

4
10
5
15
7

8
19
6

1

5
8
2

nl

More instruction relating
values and engineering
occupation would be useful:
Yes

Possibly

No

12

2
8
4
18
6

10
21
8
17
15

2
8
2
2
4

6
14
0
2
16

2
19
7
9
12

0
1
3
1
1

13

4
1
8

12

2
15
4
5
10

Sacramento
San Mateo

12
12

14
12

13
18

20
8

16
28

2
4

Student Totals

78

100

125

104

164

30

Instructor Totals

14

38

23

34

33

6
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The relationship petween

engineerin~

courses and

social and environmental problems.
Instructor question:
12.

From your experience as an engineering
instructor, how much relationship is there
between courses in engineering and some of
the problems confronting this country and
·the world, such as overpopulation, poverty,
hunger, environment, pollution?

Student question:
12.

How much relationship is there between
courses in engineering and some of the
problems con.fronting this country and the
world, such as overpopulation, poverty,
hunger, environment, pollution?

Almost three-fourths of the students replying
indica·ted that there is much or at least some relevancy
-l~et;ween--their-eng-ineeJ:."-inc;r-eourses--a-nd-the-

we1:'-ld-'-s -rn:ebJ..ems.-- -

Co1.·respondingly, slightly over 25 percent found little or
no relevancy in their courses to these problems.

Evidently

most engineering students in the survey have some degree of
satisfaction with the relevancy of the engineering
curriculum to world and national problems.
Similarly, 63 percent of the instructors indicated
much or some degree of satisfaction with the relevancy of
thc3 engineering curriculum to present and potential world
problems.

However, as in the case of the students, a

significant number--some\vhat over one-third--of the instruc-

'

I!

tors found lit.tle or no relationship between the curriculum
and social problems,

(See Table XII)

--

····~··~

----~~--·~~·~~
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Tll..BLE XII
STUDENT AND INSTR~CTOR RESPONSES TO QUESTION 12 1 ON
THE RELATIONSHIP BE'l'l1EEN ENGINEERING COURSES
AND SOCIAL ~ND ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
Colleges with
student
responses

Relation~hip between engineering courses and actual
social arid environmental Eroblems to be encountered:
Little
None
Much
Some

7
13
5
10
6

2
10
4
7
4

4
1
5
1

2
15
5
3

0
5
0
2
4

0
2
1
3
4

ll

5
7

3
8

122

100

50

32

26

23

26

3

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Con'tra Costa
Cypress

6
12
5
16
14

Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

5
11
4
3
11

Sacramento
San Hateo

18
17

Student Totals
Instructor Totals

i
I

11

12

0
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Criticism of engineers for problems related to
society pnd the environment.
Instructor and student question:
13.

a.

Do you know of criticism having been
made that engineers are not·· s)lfficien·tly concerned about social
problems and environment?

b.

Should engineers be concerned with
problems affecting society and the
environment?

The replies indicated that 90 percent of the
instructors and 61 percent of the students are aware of
criticism having been made of the engineering profession,
in rela·tion ·to problems of society and the environment.
Well over 90 percent of the instructors and students who

bility toward these problems.
It is of interest to note that proportionally
more of the instructors are aware of this criticism than
students, although in both groups the majority are aware.
Both groups, students and ins·tructors, are in strong agreement that engineers should be concerned with problems
affecting society and ·the envi.ronment.

In fact, in the

instructor replies, there was unanimous agreement on this
point.

In the student response, the agreement was nearly

unanimous on the need for concern with these problems.
(See •rable XIII)

I

I
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TrBLE XIII
STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR RESPONSES TO QUESTION 131 ON
CRITICIS~1 OF ENGINEERS FOR PROBLEMS RELATED
TO SOCIETY ~ND THE EWJIRO~NT
Colleges with
student
responses

Aware of cri~icism that
engineers no,t concerned:

Should engineers be concerned with societyenvironment :eroblems:
Not
Yes
No
sure

Yes

No

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress

10
22
10
22
12

5
18
4
15
13

15
36
14
35
24

0
2
0
0
0

0
1
1
2
1

Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

2
19
8
8
16

6
15
2
3
14

8
31
10
10
26

0
0
0
0
1

0
3
0
2
3

Sacramento
San Mateo

35
24

4
19

37
43

1
0

1
0

188

118

289

4

14

67

7

76

0

0

Student Totals
Instructor Totals
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The responsibili·ty of engineers for conservation,
environment, and pollution problems,
Instructor and student question:
14.

a.

To what extent are engineers responsible for creating problems related
to conservation, environment, and
pollution?

b.

To what extent are engineers responsible to help solve some of the
problems related to conservation,
environment, and pollution?

c.

To what extent are engineers able to
help solve some of the conservation,
environment, and pollution problems?

Eighty-three percent of the students a.nd 85 percent
of the instructors were of the opinion that engineers were

d
·· !

either somewhat or very much responsible for such problems.
Also, over 95 percent of those replying thought that .engi-

~-

neers were either very much, or at least somewhq.t, responsible to help solve some of the problems related to
conservation, environment, or pollu·tion.

-~

In terms of the ability to solve such problems, over

1

90 percent of bot.h groups indicated that engineers would be

_l

ei·ther very much or somewhat able to help solve some of
these problems.
In all three divisions of the question approximately
90 percent of the respondents chose either the "very much"
or "somewhat" categories of responses, indicating considerable a\·mreness on t.he part of engineers of problems related
to conservation, environment, and pollution.

(See Table XIV)
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TABLE XIV
STUDENT AND INSTRU¢TOR RESPONSES TO QUESTION 141 ON
RESPONSIBILITY pF ENGI~~ERS FOR CONSERVATION,
ENVIRONMEN~, AND POLLUTION PROBLEMS
!

Colleges with
student
responses

Amex·ican River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress

l

To what extent are engineers responsible for cr~ating problems related tS
environment and Eollution:
I
Not at
Very Somemuch what Little
al~
6
12
6

16
13

7
20
8
17
7

2
7
0
4
3

o

I
I

1/
1

1/
1
I

Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt .. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

4
7
4
5
10

Sacramento
San l'!ateo

Student Totals

0

3

1

11

o!

5
5
13

6
1
0
5

18
18

10
2

3'

23
114

132

41

8

o!
2)
2/

ol

j
11

To what extent are engineers responsible to
help solve such problems
Very
much

Somewhat

10
24
9
28
20

5
13
5
9
4

0
2
1
0
0

1
8
4
1
9

28
34

11

22

43

8

j

Not at Very
all much

1
8
2
3
13

1
2
0
2
3

0

21
29

14
10

4
3

0
0

5

185

95

22

3

0

48

25

2

0

0
1
1

0
2
0
0
1

0
0
0
2
0

5
23
8
6
14

8

0
1

0
0

208

78

7

65

10

0

24
6
8
20

6
15
7
7

9

·m
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Not a
all
0
0
0
1
1

8

23
8
28
12

..,,

Somewhat Little
1·
2
0
1
3

0
1

;'

Instructor Totals

Little

How much are engineers
able to help solve
such problems

"'

0

0
1
0

90

The ability of engineers to help solve social and
ethical problems.
15.

Instructor and student question:

a.

To what extent are engineers responsible to help solve some of the social
and ethical problems, such as immorality,
race relations, and urban renewal?

b.

To what extent are engineers able to
help solve some of the world's social
and ethical problems, such as those
mentioned?

On both questionnaires, the modal answers for the two
parts of the question emphasized "somewhat," and to a lesser
extent, "little."

Approximately 57 percent of the students

and 79 percent; of the instructor respondents indicated i:hat
engineers are either very much or at least somewhat respon-

---l

sible to help solve some of the social and ethical problems

···!.

- -

cated little or no confidence in the ability of engineers to
solve such problems.

(See '.!.'able XV)

Significance Qf questionnaire results.

The results

of the questionnaire indicate. that in general both ·engineering students and instructors express a strong deg.ree of concern for human values and responsibility for the environmelT!:.
Such concern is reflected in a number of new courses in engineering curriculums, sometimes taught by engineering personnel,
at other times by individuals from the humanities or biological sciences.

Some of the courses rely upon a panel presen-

tat.ion, or selec·ted speakers from various backgrounds and
occupations.

-----~~~~··~~.~
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'
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I

15 1

Colleges with
student.
responses

To what extent are! engineers
responsible to h~lp solve
social and ethicaJl problems:

To what ex·tent are engineers
able to help solve social
and ethical problems:

'

American River
Bakersfield
Citrus
Contra Costa
Cypress

Very
much

Somewhat

0
5
1
12
3

7
13
6
12
11

Very
much

Somewhat

0
6
4
5
3

2
6
1
11
7

15
7
13
11

5
11
7

3
13

2
19
4
5
12

5
6
3
6
9

1
2
1
1

'

Lithe

i

7,
16

4
9
'

8

Not at
all

6

Little

5
12

Not at
all

1
7
1
3
0

I

Hartnell
Los Angeles
Moorpark
Mt. San Antonio
Rio Hondo

0
6

3
14

4

I

2
4

4
3

i
3

2
1
1
4

11

1~

1

0
7
2
0
5

Sacramento
San l>iateo

7
10

19
18

lil.

15

2
0

4
3

19
22

15
16

0
0

Student Tota.ls ·

54

121

104

29

48

135

100

21

Instructor Totals

24

35

lk

2

18

31

26

2
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II.

COMMENTS FROM S'l'UDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS

Inclusion of remarks on the returned questionnaire
by the respondent was considered to indicate a particular
interest by that individual in the subject of values and
related topics, such as environmental and pollution problems.
The total numerical returns with comments are summarized in
the following table:
TOTAL
NUMBER OF
RETURNS

NUMBER OF
RETURNS WITH
COMMENTS

PERCENTAGE

Student

311

52

17

Instructor

__E

28

36

Total

389

80

21

QUESTIONNAIRE_

Select~d

s·t:udent Commentll_

The student comments are in several categories, and
have been grouped accordingly.

These comments are classified

as follows:
1.

Comments in defense of the engineering profession

2.

Comments critical of engineering curricula or

_j

instruction

{

1

3.

Comments placing responsibility on public apathy
and business pract.ices, ra·i:her than engineering

4.

Cominents mentioning values and ethics in relation
·to engineer.ing.

The comments within their appropriate subdivisions
comprise the remainder of 'chis section of the report.
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Defense of the Engineering Pro.fession
The remarks that follow. are representative of
students who defended the engineering profession from
-:

criticism for such problems as pollution, environmental
contamination, irresponsible military technology, and
lack of concern for people.
Engineers are not completely cut off from
everyone. As a student I come into contact
with. all kinds of people and ideas.
Engineers have the power; they lack the
means.
It is my belief that engineers as a whole
contribu·te greatly to our standard of living and
way of li:Ee by increasing the nation's productivity and giving us products and services that
make li:Ee easier. It will be up to engineers to
-------a~v-i

s_e· mecrrfs 6f-- -ai s po stng· of-· ·our··- wa·s-t·e -andC\i-:ctin.g-- --- - ---- ----

down on pollution of all kinds.
The extent of the engineer's ability to solve
these problems is directly related to the willingness of management to engage in a search for their
solutions.
If requested, the engineering profession can produce the necessary technology to help
solve these problems. Extensive research and ·
development cannot be undertaken with just good
intentions; it takes money and a great deal of it.
It seems to me that the engineer is merely a
tool to be used by society. He is very capable
of changing the world for the better, especially
in matters of pollution and improved standard of
living.
There have been some pollution problems created
through technical advancement, but the only way to
correct this problem is through further technical

94

advancement and no political or sociology student
will ever accomplish this. Our factories and large
corporations must keep operating, and the only one
responsible for the operating efficiency and other
problems, such as pollution or modernization of a
factory, is the engineer.
Criticisms of Engineering Instruction or Curricula
Several students made comments which either directly
or indirectly indicated dissatisfac-tion v1ith their engineering courses or instruction.

Some of these remarks follow:

Engineering instructors are concerned only
with girders and beams, and nothing else.
My engineering instructors negate all forms
of environmental relations with humanity. I
feel ·they should become aware of the problems
that confront them outside the classroom.

-------'---·
I would be very interested to know how the
sk:[lls T'm-learnin<;J a't-pr.esent_cQ.g,:ld_l:le_:lp solve
the problems we face, such as pollution. --- --

----·--

l

l

_j

•.ro me, engineering is very restrictive in the
sense of not being creatively free, compared ·to
humanities and psychology courses.
The current engineering courses deal only wit.h
the set order of physics. They completely
relinquish all humanitarian thoughts.
Unfortunately, some engineers are hazardous to
human existence when they use their knowledge
against underdeveloped countries, particularly in
times of war. I believe t·hat engineers should
participate in world pr-oblems as much as they do
in engineering problems.
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Enqinee.ring Not Primarily Responsible for Problems
Many students negated the prime responsibility
which engineers have in pollution and environment problems.
These individuals were of the opinion that the chief
obstacles to pollution control are politics and public
indifference and apathy, as well as competitive business
practices.

Such comments as the following were indicative

of this opinion!'
There is no one group of people or profession
which is responsible for the problems. All
people contribute to the apathy which brings
about environmental disintegration.
Because of a never-ending drive to save money,
the engineer is usually the last person to blame
for pollution problems.
___,;
-~- ----~

1--_---------~

"

____ ___

We are all responsible to the limit of our
capacity to work in solving the problems of
pollution.
The engineer should be made aware of his
responsibility to society, then given more
responsibility for decisions n1ade at government
levels.
Usually, intense competition forces
the businessman and engineer to concentrate on
profit, and not on society's more urgent needs.

j

-~

l

I.

____,'

If both the businessmen, who draw up the
specifications, cind the engineers, who design
the industrial plants and machinery, can get
together to include in planning the cos·ts to
eliminate pollution, then we will have started
the battle against pollution.
All of us helped ruin the world, and all of
us can help to fix it.
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Engineers wi~~ on~y be ab~e to help improve the
environment when the quality of the product begins
to outweigh the quantity o:i: products.
If pollution and ecological imbalance results,
it is not the fault of the engineer. The fault
lies on the shoulders of the society which demands
this type of technological progress.
Classes we take tend to stress the responsibilities
to i l l people to their environment and to t.heir fellow
men.
The problems are political, rather than
engineering.
An engineer's wor·th can only be exploited toward
the wrong goals when__ the society in which he works
feels that these are the goals which i·t wants to
achieve.
-~--

,---------___ no.as_t]:w responsibility rest on the shoulders
of the engineer?~------~---____ _
It's not the engineers who foul up the environment,
but rather the poeple who hire them.

j

Every person, regardless of vocation, must be
responsible for the current social problems and
problems of pollution. The engineering person is
more practical, and therefo:re should be involved
in finding practical solutions to these problems.
Under the guidance of the so-called exper-ts, the
sociologists, ·the problems have become increasingly
worse!·

-j

l
l

Engineers and scientists are as responsible as
anyone else for pollution; everyone has equal
responsibility.
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Values and Ethics in Engineering Education
Some of the students' comments dealt directly with
the role of values and ethics in their educational experience.

Some of these comments were neutral, merely

informational in nature.

Other comments were more definite,

indicating definite convictions on whether they considered
the school a proper forum for topics related to values,
ethics, morals, and religious ideas.

Several of these

comments follow:
I feel that engineering and science majors
should definitely have a course in ethics and
their responsibility to their fellow human
beings.

---1

1--- -··-

Engineers are able to better living condi·tions
through modern technology, but moral values are
·--rearnea--tlil::'ougns-elT:.eauca'Eion arra--ccommon sense.---------

1
l

Either you have values to begin with or you'll
never get them.
--'

'

1

--~

Concerning ethics and morals: These are
instilled in a person's moral fibre by the time
they are in college, or not at all.
Therefore,
courses in this area are not. useful.
Thus far have had prac·tically no instruction
in professional ethics for engineers.
The most important values are love, brotherhood,
political concern, and humanitarianism. Love must
be the basis of society's survival.
Values, as such, are discussed in class, but
more from a financial-gain point. of view than
pure ethical-professional.
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To help solve the problems within people I
feel we need some religion classes for this
school. We've tried everything else, so why
not this?
Humanities, sociology, and ethics courses
are useless.
Values are taught in the home, not in a junior
college.
Hy engineering orientation course touched
lightly on values.
People should have some morals and ethics by
the time they reach college age.
Sel§'cted_ Instructor Comment'!_

J~· .~~---ty1'e-s-.···-~-·--·---~---~ ~--~~.·---~-··~·.~-·-

'.J:he instructor cornment.s were divided into several

---

....

~

1.

Comments on desirable objectives in the
training of engineers

2.

Comments on responsibility for solutions

3.

Comments on the role of values, ethics,
and morals in engineering and humanities
courses

4.
--l"

l

General philosophical comments on
engineering and education.

'l'he comments }Jy some of the instructors comprise·
the remainder of this section of the report.
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Desirable Objectives in Training Engineers
Several of the instructors recorded their
impressions of voids in the present experience of engineers, whether in school or in practice.

They mentioned

such desirable goals as the following:
We need more examination of social and economic
considerations in engineering classes; however, the
engineer can do more in the area of urban renewal
than in the area of immorality.
Engineers need more ties to social and
environmental problems, ·and could use some
motivation training.
The engineer is usually trained rather than
educated. I know many engineers who have little
or no concern other than enginee:ring (in i·ts
technical sense only) and themselves. They must
be awakened to the fact that an engineer is a
member of the human race with fully as large a
-responsibili_ty_to__i t _as any_other_ll_llman. Courses
in this direction are urgently needed,-eve-naT-the expense of purely engineering subjects.
The professional engineer should be made aware
of his obligation to society in a meaningful way.
Solutions the Responsibility of All People

-j

A number of the comments stressed the point that

J

engineers bear some responsibility for solutions to
problems such as conservation and pollution, but that all
thinking people must: be involved.

These comments were:

I believe that all people--particularly
professionally trained people--must become
involved actively in solving world-wide
problems if the world as we know i1: now is
to survive.
·
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The false image of engineering and technology
as indifferent to pollution and environmental
problems must be replaced by representing the
profession as the best opportunity for service in
correcting these ills, even the ethical ones.
The engineer is real-problem oriented, and can
contribute much in non-technical areas if he is
informed and aware.
I believe the engineering schools and engineers can
solve roost of the problems in air, water, and earth
pollution, given adequate money and proper direction.
Most engineering students are more aware of
critical, yet defined, problems than are roost
humanities students.
Only the rational, disciplined roind_can solve
t.he complex problems of today; e.g., engineers.
Engineers have .social and professional
responsibilities.

]~.~. ----~~-E-B§-ineers_J'Jhouldve
---

be able to develop ths methods
and hardware to iiol
some- -of ~t-he-se~.prob_lems. -·.if
the churches and the politicians will direct pubTic~-----"thought in appropriate directions.
-

Politics dominates the ·technological problems
of today.
j

-j
1

Relationship of Values and Ethics in Engineering and

A number of comments were made on the
interrelationship of values and ethics in the engineering
and humanities curricula.

Several of these comments are

presented:

Values is a viewpoint that must pervade the
teaching of all subjects in and out of the profession, if the desired changes in s·tudent
behavior are to be reali~ed.

l.Ol
I suppose that individuals in the technical areas
cannot receive too much in the line of the humanities.
However, I am convinced that individuals in the
liberal arts areas can receive too much in the
humanities.
All "liberal arts" without the temper of
practical functionalism causes involved but shallow
thought.
I think the instructor can personally demonstrate
honesty, integrity, fairness, mutual respect, and
responsibility by his relationships with the student,
It is no use "preaching" these values if the
"preacher" doesn't practice the same values. The
instructor must, for example, take a real interest
in the problems of the student. How can a person be
a teacher--a real teacher--without practicing these
values. The trouble is, as I see it, that we talk
about values, and then don't practice the same-;--

J

These sought-after values have meager chance to
be taught by instruction. Our society, through the
home and the church especially, must demonstrate its
subscription to such values by its actions and support. 1'he instructor can: point out the practical
------nene-ri ts -- ofc-er'Eain valuei:r;c--lnCll.caee-nis ovm·va-J:umir;-and try to behave in accordance with the values he
claims to recognize.
l'hilosophical Comments on Engineering and Educa·tion
Some of the ins·tructor comments could not be

rt

-l

l
'

classified in one of ·the previous groups, but came in the
more general ca·tegory of personal philosophy of engineering
and education.

These remarks are as follows:

Most engineers are not self-employed, and
usually work for large organizations or agencies.
Thus they by-in-large have to follow the lead of
management. However, each engineer can make
countless decisions in a small way each day on
the job, and in _this way contribute to t.he overall
influence of bringing about orderly change for the
better.
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'

I believe that all engineers and technicians
should be involved in what I call "human engineering."
The crowded curriculum permits little time for
developing proper "humanities" exposure in the prospective engineer. Competition keeps engineering
students' noses to the technical grindstone.
We have met the enemy and they are us!
(The Engineers.)
A good engineer is a very responsible member of
our society, and should do everything he can to
improve it.
We should conc.entrate on improving relations
between engineering and the social sciences; there
is still too much separation.
Society nEO)eds more people who think along
engineering and scientific lines. However, engi- .------- -nee-r~s-ne>ed-aJ,so-to-think-more_along__ s_o_ci_al_linas · : - - - - - - The combination of both may eventually lead to a
better society.
The role of the engineer is solving rather than
creating social problems is rarely covered, and I
believe accounts for a rising rejection-of engineering and technical careers among today's idealistic
and disoriented youth. Many young teachers "bad
naine" these professions without realizing that tlle
proper use of technology is required to save the
human race from impending extinction.
III.

SUMMARY

The que-stionnaires were designed to obtain information
on student and instructor opinions about problems related to
the subject of values in the engineering profession.

Some of
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the topics which are included in the questionnaire are
therefore included to analyze engineering student and
instructor a·t.titudes toward the following issues and
problems related to values:
1.

Concern about conditions affecting conservation,
the environment, ecology, and pollution.

2.

Concern about social problems such as
overpopulation, poverty, race relations, and
hunger.

3.

Evaluation of the usefulness of nontechnical
courses, such as those in the humanities.

4.

Degree of responsibili t.y that engineers ·t.ake
for environmental and social problems.

5.

Ability of engineers to find solutions for
environmental and social problems tn:i:ougbtechnological methods.

6.

The amount of teaching engineering students
have which relates their education to ethical

_l

1

J
1

and moral problem$, and the possible effect
their work might have on others.
Most of those who replied gave the impression that

j
i
-~

engineers as a group, students and instructors, are quite
concerned about many of the problems facing humanity today.
The replies also show that engineers are aware that the
engineering profession has been the recipient of c:t'iticism
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in regard to its apparent lack of concern for many of the
deleterious effects of overemphasis on technology.

However,

a large number of the respondents are of the opinion that
solutions to problems such as pollution and environmental
deterioration can only be found through increased understanding and utilization of the technological solutions to
these problems.
The comments section in the latter part of the
chapter includes some of the. most useful information obtained
from the questionnaires.

The comments portion of the report

also gives qualitative balance to the more necessarily q:ua.ntit:ative information reported in the tables sUmmarizing the
results of questions 5 through 15.

of opinion on both student and instructor replies.

Some

individuals replying to the questionnaires were of the
opinion that values could only be learned at home, not in
the school environment.
--~

There were also comments which

indicated that t.he respondents thought ·that values needed
to be learned at an earlier age t.han the college level in
order to become a significant factor in an individual's
character.

l

~

i

l

CHAPTER V
A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR TEACHING SOCIAL VALUES TO
ENGINEERING STUDENTS IN JUNIOR COLLEGES
The current awakening public interest in and concern
over matters related to environment, conservation, ecology,
and pollution are of vi.tal importance to all people.

Natu-

rally, this makes concern for values as well as content in
engineering education relevant, both for ·the present and in
the future.

It is increasingly evident that engineering

must involve moral and human values as well as technical
and economic ones.
Pr9}?.0§e£E:ogram for Values in Engineering_

t------- -. - The growing_u,ncist:J:.f.>t.9Jldi:[lg C>_f_i:he.

w.id~r-~Lmplic'"_tion~

of technology and its application to society, and increasing concern for ecology, make it vital that engineers know
not only the necessary facts, but also have the proper
attitudes tovTard people and their problems.
To assist in the transmission of social values to
engineering studen·ts, a program that has this objective
needs to. be developed.

This proposed program would require

individual adaptation and modification when put into actual
practice.

.However, a deliberate effort in t.his direction

should assist in transmitting more concern for human factors
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and for the social implications of their work to engineers.
The remainder of this chapter outlines the rationale and
the basic framework of such a program of value's in
engineering.
Fundamental Reasoris for the Program
1.

Greater emphasis on values can make a basic

change in the philosophy of engineering.
2.

Engineers will take increasing technological

responsibility for harmonizing mankind's needs with nature,
of accommodating human values and technology with natural
forces and resources.
3.

The development of social concern sho.uld be a.n

4.

Desirable educational conditions can be

engendered for .the discussion and consideration of concepts which include moral values, e.g., truth and integrity
in enginee.ring design.
5.

Human considerations in engineering, such as

respect for and consideration of others, can be brough·t
more .into the mainstream of t.he experience of p.rospec·t.ive
engineers.
6.

Engineering studies should be keyed to youths'

concern for the environment and to their interest .in human
values.
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7.

The relevancy of engineering and technological

solutions to certain problems confronting mankind can make
the engineering curriculum attractive to college students.
8.

Although humanities courses fulfill an

educational need, specific interrelationships with technology precludes humanities courses from doing a completely
satisfactory job in training engineers.
Objectives of the Program
From information gained in the study, certain general
objectives of a program of values in engineering education
can be summarized.
1.

Provide ways for greater flexibility in the
selection of courses by _engineerinq students.

t

----2,- T-l:'a-in-

s~udents-

for grea:ter_flexib_ility_of_

thought and action in engineering practice.

i

3.

Focus technical content on concern for people,
for safety, and for the environment.

-

'

4.

Analyze the potential implications of
engineering work.

----j

5.

Point out the human aspects of engineering
when opportunities to do so are available.

-1

J
~

~1etho.,S!p

of ImRlementatioi];
In order to facilitate the teaching of values in an

engineering program, the followin<J situations and methods
of implementation would be of assistance.
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1.

Administrators, department chairmen, and others

responsible for the pre-engineering educational program at
junior colleges need to be aware of and receptive to the
objective of greater emphasis upon values in the
educational experience.
2.

The formulation of goals and objectives for a

program including values in engineering should be a cooperative venture comprised of a committee of engineering
faculty, studen·ts, and representatives of industry.

l"

3.

A basic course emphasizing values in engineering

should be included in the first two years of college.
4.

'rhe basic course should be conducted by

engineering personnel, and should have a minimal amount
----oi' lee--cur-ing ;~c ·GUe-s-t-sp-eak-ers-, -gro-up -r.·eport:s-,'--occas:i:onal--:-~------

field trips, and seminar discussions should be utilized
when applicable.
5.

Existing courses in the engineering curriculum

should be broadened to include more emphasis on values.
6.

Courses outside the school of engineering which

have values content useful to engineers should be identified
and recommended as possible elective choices.
7.

Effective implementation of an engineering

program in values would require special training for some
instr.·uctors.

Much of this training would need to be in

the· form of in-servj.ce preparation, either by means of
sununer programs or school-year programs.
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8.

Sponsorship of in-service programs might be

available from philanthropic foundations, or from governmental agencies such as the Nation.al Science Foundation.
9.

organizational functions for a values program

could be conducted by the American Society for Engineering Education, ·the Engineers Council for Professional
Development, or some similar interested organizations.
Evalua·tion of Program in Values
The evaluation of a program relating values to
engineering would be difficult to measure accurately,
since values are an intangible quality.

The best source

of information on the effectiveness of a values course or
progr<•m is the students who complete the program.

How-

----

ever, many of them may- notsee · tne ·ut:tl-it-y--o£-va-1-ues--ferengineers until long af·ter they have left the campus
scene.
The following procedures would be helpful in

l

-l

'

evaluating the success of a values program for engineering.
1.

The individual reaction of students currently

enrolled in a values program will be one of the most useful
sources of evaluation.
2.

A tripartite committee of students, faculty, and

industrial personnel will also provide much insight in
evaluating a values program in engineering.

llO

3.

Graduates of an engineering program

includin~

values emphasis should be of assistance in an evaluation
process.
Outline of Basic Course in Values
The basic outline of a course utilizing engineering
.ins·tructors in the presentation of appropriate information
in the area of human and moral values in technology may be
the source of ideas for further development.

organization

of such a course at all cottlllluni ty colleges which offer some
form of ·technical education is highly recommended; ·in some
colleges there may be similar courses in exis·tence.
The following outline may be of assistance in

-j______
__ ·.·

desig~ing ·~ course which. woul~ pu·t greater stress on the
-----~-re-1-at-J::onsh-:~op--be'ioween-engJ.;neerJ.ng__ and_rnoral__lill_d_h_\111lil!l_values.

Title: "Technology and Human Values"
1.

j

ll
1

2.

--1

I

Introductory Information
a.

Definitions; Objectives

b.

Cul·tural and Moral Heritage

c.

Impact of Technology

d.

Urban Development

Effects of Technology on Wo:t:·k
a.

Human Productivity

b.

Computers and Automation

c.

Work and Leisure Tirne

d.

Social Effects of Unemployment
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3.

-1
4.

1-

5.

Military Effects of Technology
a.

Military Systems Development

b.

Impact of Nuclear War

c.

Economic Effects of War

d.

Prospects for Peace

Technology and People
a.

Transportation and Communications

b.

Housing and Regional Planning

c.

Food and Water Resources

d.

Population Problems

e.

Environmental Considerations

f.

~vaste

Disposal

Factors Related to Engineering

----------------- -- -----------a-. ---r;rorcfl-ah(I -Human-values--------

1

b.

Educational Priorities

c.

Government

d.

Future Possibilities

An outline of a prospective course is only t.entative.
The objectives outlined may be too ambitious for a single
course.

Practical expediency may dictate different goals

and directions.

However, such a course, although not

directly teaching values, might create a situation where
moral values would become more significant.

This would aid

the engineer to include the consideration of human and
environmental factors while designing a technological project.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

THE PROBLEM 1 PROCEDURES 1 AND RESULTS

The Problem
The problem of this investigation was to study the
degree t.o which social values are included in the educationa! program of pre-engineering students at selected
California public junior colleges.
The various methods which were used in the process
of investigating this problem are summarized in these
s.tops:
1.

The current sit.uation with respect to ·the

------teaehing -o-:f -sGe-ial---'\l'alues_in_ pr_e-e.n.gineer i.Il_g_educ a tion_
programs was assessed.
2.

The need for increased emphasis upon such

values in engineering education was examined.

I
~.1

l

3.

The opinions and recommendations of

pre-engineering students and instructors on the teaching
of values was surveyed.
4.

A program for the teaching of social values

to engineering s·tudents was developed •

. A review of t.he literature was coriduc·ted in the area
of values, particularly with respect to their application ·
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in engineering and technical education at the junior
college level.
To determine more specifically the extent of and
attitudes toward values instruction in the engineering
programs of California junior colleges, two questionnaires
were developed and administered.

One questionnaire was

designed to be given to students, and the other to
instructors.

Both forms are quite similar in content,

although not identical.
Prior arrangements were made at 13 junior colleges
for the administration of the student questionnaire, and
replies were received from students at 12 of ·these colleges.

J

A t.otal of 311 replies was received for the student form,

I

.

i-------oui:-of-4-6D-st:uaenrcopies serf-c-oU'c,ora6Bpercemt____________ _

-,

response.
In addition,"the instructor questionnaire was mailed
to engineering department chairmen and instructors at 75
junior colleges.

A second mailing was made to department

chairmen or instructors at those colleges from which no
reply had been received approximately one month after the
original mailing.

From these hlo mailings a total of 78

instructor replies were received, representing 58 of the 92
California junior colleges.

Since instructor forms were

mailed to 75 colleges, replies were received from instructors
at almost 80 pe:t'cen·t of the schools contacted.
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A special section of·each questionnaire provided
for comments by students and instructors on the subject of
values and their opinions on the relationship of values to
engineering education.

Although this section of the

questionnaire was optional, those who included comments
provided some of the most interesting and useful information from the survey.

This information from the comments

section is included in a part of the report.
The information resulting from the questionnaires
was totaled for both students and instructors, and organized
into tables for pr.esentation.

In. addition, this. data '\'las

analyzed to determine the meaning and possible applications
of the questionnaire results.
The comments sections of both student and instructor
- - ----

forms were also analyzed for significance and organfzea-;------into several categor.ies for both students and instructors
Selected comments were then presented in the results

l

section of the report.

l

l
---1

Results
The results of the study indicated that there is
considerable need for increased emphasis on the teaching
of mor.al and human values .to engineering students.

The

following results were revealed by the study:
1.

·Review of the literature showed that, while

there is considerable material on the subject of morals
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and values in education, there is not much specific
material relating values to engineering education.
2.

Slightly over one-third of the students had

taken a course at junior college which included instruction about morals, ethics, or values.

The engineering

orientation course was found to be the most common source
of some values instruction for engineering students.
3.

over 70 percent of the students and instructors

found humanities courses useful in understanding responsibilities of engineers and scientists.

However, the

majority of both groups expressed a preference for values
courses which are particularly designed for engineering

J

students.

+--~~-··- ---4-.--Approximately-l:.liree-fourtlis of-tne·student~------~
and slightly more of the instructors, consider the present
amount of instruction inadequate in relating values, social
responsibility and ethics to their present or potential

--

~

J

I

_j

occupation as engineers.
5.

There is a relationship between courses in

engineering and some of the social problems facing this
coun·try and the world, according to almost three-fourths

--j
1
•...

of the students and almost two-thirds of the instructors.
6.

Almost ·two-thirds of the studen·ts and over· 90

"

percent of the instructors are aware of criticism of the
engineering profession for alleged lack of concern for
certain social and environmental problems.

However,. almost
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all of the students, and all of the instructors, stated
that engineers should be concerned about socialenvironmental problems.
7.

Approximately 85 percent of the students and

instructors consider engineers as partially responsible
for creating problems related to conservation, environment,
and pollution, and almost all of both groups indicate a
sense of responsibility to help solve such problems.
8.

In the area of social and ethical problems

the majority of students--approximately 57 percent--

l

l
l

~1

indicated at least somewhat of a sense of responsibility
to help solve such problems.

'I

were

of the instructors replied that they were at least somewhat
responsible to help solve social and ethical problems.
9.

problems.

!

res~ults

highel: in this responsibility category, since 79 percent

A corresponding percentage of students

considered engineers as

J

Instructor

~

to solve social and ethical

Sixty percent of the students were of the

opinion that engineers are able to help solve social and
ethical problems.

Likewise, 65 percent of the instructors

indicated some confidence in the ability of engineers to
help solve these types of problems.
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li.

CONCLUSIONS

Basic conclusions which can be drawn from the study
are the following:
1.

Articles in various books and publications give

evidence that there is increasing.interest in and concern
for problems of pollution and environmental deterioration,
and the relationship of technology to these problems.
2.

Engineers, as a group, are concerned about social

·and environmental problems, and interested in solutions to
such problems.
3.

Many engineering students and instructors

appreciate the use.fulness of and need for humanities and

limitations.

I

Il

l

4.

Responsibility for problems of pollution,

conservation, and the environment does no·t rest solely
wi·th engineering and technology, but is the concern of
all people.
5.

Engineers are of the opinion that many of the

remedies for problems of pollution an.d environment will be
acco.mplished by means of improvedengin:eering methods and
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advanced technology, if engineers and scientists are given
·the oppor·tunity and the means to solve these problems.
III.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations which are an outgrowth of the study
are:

1.

Engineers and scientists, through whom many of

the solutions to environmental problems will be found,
should be more involved in formulating and teaching
courses concerned with ·the environment, pollution, and
conservation.
2.

'
-t-

Many s·tudents in the humanities and liberal arts

courses need to develop a greater knowledge and understanding of some of the problems confronting the engineer in
helping to solve problems of pollution and environment.
Courses of this type offered for these students would be
helpful.

I

3.

Engineering schools and the engineering

profession need to develop a better public image, both on
and off campus.
'

J
J
l

Possibly more emphasis on values in

engineering education would aid in this direction, as
well as more traditional approaches, such as more stress
on building better public relations.
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4.

There is need for the development of summer

and in-service educational seminars for training engineering instructors on the place and need for values in
engineering education.

These seminars could be organized

and sponsored by such organizations as the National
Science Foundation, the American Society for Engineering
Education, and/or the Engineers Council for Professional
Development.
5.

The engineering curriculum needs to be made

more relevant in dealing with social and environmental

iJ

problems and their relationship to engineering, as well
as including the requisite emphasis on technical subject
matter.
---

6.

The emphasis upon values needs to be increased

in courses such as engineering orientation.

'

Courses of

this type offer the best opportunity at present to increase
the teaching of values to engineering students in junior
colleges.

'.Chese courses are more effective >vhen utilizing

such techniques as gues·t lecturers, seminar-type discussions,
.. and oral reports on topics related to values.

l

-l

~

l

7.

Although the scope of this study is at the junior

college level, the subject of values is. applicable at all
levels of education.

.i",n increased stress on values would be

--J
j
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desirable in four-year colleges as well as areas of
education prior to college.
8.

Further research and study on the subject of

the relationship of values to engineering and technical
education would be desirable.

It would be particularly

helpful if this study was longitudinal, and received
adequate financial backing to sustain this type of
research.
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APPENDIX A
JUNIOR COLLEGES INCLUDING COURSES ABOUT RELIGION,
ETHICS, AND VALUES IN 1968-69 CATALOGS
NAME OF COLLEGE
American River

COURSE
Introduction to Ethics
World Religions

Antelope Valley

Introduction to Logic

Bakersfield

World Religions, East
and West

Barstow

Introduction to Philosophy
Comparative Religion

Butte

Ethics

Cahrillo

Ethics

Canada

Introduction to Religion,
Religions of World
Introduction to Religion,
Philosophy of Religion

Cerritos

Philosophy and Human Values
Comparative Religions

Chabot

Introduction to Ethics

Chaffey

World Religions

Citrus

Great Religions of the West

-l

~

i
i

Ethics
Contra Costa

Comparai:ive Religion

Cypress Junior

Wor.ld Religions
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NAME OF COLLEGE

COURSE

De Anza

Ethics

College of the Desert

Religions of the World
Introduction to Ethics

Diablo Valley

Comparative Religion

East Los Angeles

Problems of Ethics and
Religion

El Camino

Ethics and Society
Philosophy of Religion

Foothill

Ethics
Comparative World Religions
(East and West)

Fresno City

World Religions

Fullerton Junior

World Religions

Ethics
Golden West

Religions of the World
Philosophy for Everyday Life

Hancock

I

Religions of the Modern World
Religions in Modern r,ife

~

1

Hartnell.

Ethics

Imperial Valley

Ethics

Laney

Fundamental Ideas and Methods

Lassen

History of Philosophy

r.ong Beach City

Introduction to Ethics
History - Philosophy
Study of Religion
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NAME OF COLLEGE
Los Angeles City

COURSE
Problems of Ethics and Religion
General Aesthetics

Los Angeles Harbor

History of Modern Thought
Problems of Ethics and Religion
The World's Great Religions

Los Angeles Pierce

History of Modern Thought
Problems of Ethics and Religion
Survey of Western Religious
Thought

'

Los Angeles Southwest

History of Modern Thought

j

Los Angeles Trade-Tech

The World's Great Religions

Los Angeles Valley

History of Modern Thought

J

1-··
l

Problems of Ethics and Religion
College of Marin

Logic

Merced

Comparative Religions

Merritt

Religions of the World
Fundamental Ideas and Methods

Miracosta

Logic

x.-lodesto

Philosophy of Living and Values

Monterey Peninsula

World Religions
Introduction to Ethics

Hoorpark

Comparative Religions

Mt. San An·tonio

Introduction to Philosophy
and Ethics
Philosophy and Logic in Practice
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NAME OF COLLEGE

COURSE

Mt. San Jacinto

!ntroduction to Philosophy

Napa Junior

Introduction to E·thics

Ohlone

Introduction to Philosophy

Orange Coast

Religions of the World

Palomar

Introduction to Philosophy
and Religion

Palo Verde

Introduction to Philosophy
and Logic

Pasadena City

Comparative Religions Far and Near East
Comparative Religions

Porterville

Introduction to Philosophy

Colle9e of the Redwoods

Introduction to Philosophy
and Ethics
Comparative Religions of
the World

Reedley

Introduction to Philosophy
World's Great Religions
Introduction to Ethics

Rio Hondo Junior

Introduction and
Ethics and Religions
Modern Philosophy
Contemporary Problems of Man

Riverside City

Int.roduction to Philosophy
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COURSE

NAME OF COLLEGE
Sacramento City

Introduction to Ethics

Saddleback

Introduction to World Religions
Philosophy of Religion

San Bernardino Valley

Social Ethics
Philosophical Ideas in
Modern Life
World Religions

San Diego (City, Mesa
and Evening)

Logic (Practical Life Problems)
Problems in Ethics and
Aesthetics

City College of
San Francisco

Introduction to Philosophy
Logic, an Introduction to
Critical Thinki_ng

1--

Logic
Ethics

I

San Jose City

-"l

Jj

Introduction ·to Philosophy
Basic Logic
Basic Ethics·

College of San Mateo

Ethics
Introduction to World Religion
Introduction to Philosophy
of Religion
Logic in Practice
Values in the Modern World

santa Ana

Logic
World Religions
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NAME OF COL.LEGE
Santa Barbara City

COURSE
Short Introduction to
Philosophy
Logic in Practice
Comparative World Religions

Santa Monica City

Introduction to History of
Religious Faiths
Philosophy in Literature
and Life

Santa Rosa

Ethics
Appreciation of Human Values

College of Sequoias

Introduction to Philosophy

Shasta

Introduction to Philosophy
Great Ideae

Sierra

Introduction to Philosophy

- - ---- -------Gol-lege--o-:E-- t.he--- -S-isk-iyous------ ------I-ntr-oduc-tion --tO- Ehilo_so_phy_ _______ _

Solano

Introduction to Philosophy
History of Philosophy

Southwestern.

Introduction to Philosophy
Religious Philosophies
Man and Society
Today's Ideas

'I' aft

Introduction t.o Philosophy
World's Living Religions

Ventura

Introduction to Philosophy
Compara·tive Religions

135
COURSE

NAME OF COLLEGE
Victor Valley

Introduction to Philosophy
World Religions - West
World Religions - East
Logic

West Valley

Introduction to Philosophy
Logic

Yuba

Ethical and Political
Philosophy
Introduction to Philosophy
Comparative Religions

,

J
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APPENDIX B
CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION STATEMENT ON
TEACHING ABOUT RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
TO:

School Administrators

FROM:

California State Board of Education

SUBJECT:

Teaching About Religion in the Public Schools

The State Board of Education at its meeting in
Los Angeles on December 12, 1963, authorized issuance of
the following statement: 1

~.

i

·1'.-

Bible-reading and prayer in the public schools has
become a sharp issue since the Supreme Court: decision of
June 17, 1963, in the case of Abington School District
versus Schempp. Because of uncertainty as to what the
decision implied, the California State Board of Education

--------~~~s~~~s~;~i-~~~~-ie_i-ts~~~~~~ft~~~t t~~= !~ife~=-~~~~!-i~i~0
school administrators, teachers, and parents.

The issue was whether or not the "establishment"
clause of the First Amendment to the u. S. Constitution
was violated by the Board of School Commissioners of
Baltimore, Maryland and by a Pennsylvania statute. The
Commissioners had adopted a statute requiring reading from
the Bible without comment at the opening of each school
day, and the recitation of the loord's Prayer by the students
in unison. The Court decided eight ·to one that such school
exercises violate the First Amendment.
Some parents have expressed fear that the door is
opened to the teaching of secularistic and atheistic
doctrine. It has been said that in the United States God

I

Il
l.

1 From "Religion and Western Values: Resources for
Junior College Teaching," prepared by Charles s. McCoy,
Value Dimensions in Teaching Project of the California
Junior College Association, 1965, pp. 2-4.
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has been taken out of the public education and the rights
of a minority have been raised over the rights of the
majority. Some are confused as to whether or not the Bible
can be referred to in any way and whether any mention of
religion or churches is allowable in the classroom. That
there is no prohibition against such mention seems obvious
from a reading of the Supreme Court decision and the comments made by four of the justices who have written
concurrences.
It may be well to begin with what the decision did
not say. Justice Clark who wrote the majority opinion
says:
It is insisted that unless these religious
exercises are permitted a ".religion of secularism"
is established in the schools. We agree, of
·
course, that the state may not establish a
"religion of·secularism" in the sense of affirmatively opposing or showing hostility to religion,
thus "preferring those who believe in no religion
over those who do believe."

1---J

He quotes vrith approval Judge Alphonzo Taft., who said
nearly a hundred years ago:
"The government· i.s neutral a.nd
whi-1e-pl:'e'l:;.eGting all,-it-prefers __ none_,_ and_di.s_b'arages ... nop.e_._"
So if the state is forbidden by the Constitution to
promote the Christian religion, it is also forbidden to
promote a godless religion of secularism or atheism.
It
would seem to follow, therefore, that no teacher is at
liberty to teach a point of view denying God any more than
a teacher isat liberty to promote a particular religious
sect.

~l
I

!
J

The objection of the Supreme Court was to religious
service, bu·t Justice Clark makes it plain that the Bible
may be available in libraries and may be used as a reference
book whenever it is appropriate. He says that one cannot
study history wi thou·t ref err .ing to the Bible nor can one
study mankind without referring to religion.
So, while it
is clearly unlawful to use the Bible in a devo·tional service
in the schools, it is expec·ted that the Bible shall be open
to all students.
•rhere is not found in the decision any tendency to
discount the impor·tance of religion in general or of
Christianity in particular. Justice Clark says, "The place
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of religion in our society is an exalted one." He refers
with approbation to the Engel versus Vitale case in which
the Court said, "We are a religious people."
Mr. Justice Goldberg with Mr. Justice Harlan
concurring, says the realization of religious liberty means
that the government shall effect "no favoritism among sects
or between religion and non-religion" and that it shall
"work-deterrence of no religious belief." These two justices
go further and recognize the danger of a non-interference
and non-involvement with religion which might promote a
passive or even active, hostility to the religious.
"Such
results," says Mr. Justice Goldberg, "are not only not compelled by the Constitution, but, it seems to me, are
prohibited by it." It seems quite clear that the Supreme
Court recognized and warned against the danger of creating
passive attitudes of hostility toward religion.
Mr. Jus·tice Brennan also concurring speaks of .the
line separating secular from sectarian as an "elusive" one.
Then he goes on to say:
The holding of the Court today plainly does not
foreclose teaching Q)?out the Holy Scriptures or
about the differences between religious sects i.n
~cJ.asses--o-f- -literatm:e_or_ history_. ____ I_nd.e.ed,~whether_
or not the Bible is involved, it would be impossible
to teach meaningfully many subjects in the social
sciences or the humanities without some mention of
religion. To what extent, and at what points on
the curriculum religious materials shouldbe cited,
are mat·ters which the courts ought to entrust very
largely to the experienced officials who superintend
our Nation's public schools. They are experts in
such matters, and we are not.
The Justices' opinions in this case recognize the
importance of religion and reflect a great respect for it.
They are men who would not willingly weaken religion in any
>vay nor substitute a godless philosophy for it.
The California Attorney General's opinion given to the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction is in this same
spiri.t. He says, "those constitutional and statutory provisions that provide 'no sectarian or denomina-tional doctrine
shall be taught or instruction thereon be permitted directly
or indirectly in any of the sornmon schools of this state'
apply equally to all forms of religious belief irrespective
of whether ·they embody a belief in the existence of God.
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Thus the 'teaching of' atheism or agnosticism in the public
schools is. prohibited if by the words 'teaching of' it is
meant th~, teaching of doctrine with a view toward obtaining
an acceptance as to the truth of that doctrine . • . " He goes
on to say that there are penalties in the State Education
Code which would apply to "the making of statements, in such
schools and colleges, which advocate, tend to advocate, or
implant in pupils' minds a preference for, atheism or agnosticism or which reflect unfavorably upon any particular religion,
upon all religions, or upon any religious creed."
The State Board of Education believes that these
matters need to be brought to the attention of parents as well
as to school officials. While religious worship services are
not to be held. in the schools nor is any religious group to
be given the right to promote its own beliefs over another,
neither is the irreligious person given the right to promote
his particular point of view. Christian parents, therefore,
are protected by law against any attempt to destroy or weaken
their children's faith in their particular churc.h. The
religious faith of the majority is protected as well as the
freedom of the rninori ty.
·
Our schools should have no hesitancy in teaching about
religion. We urge our teachers to make clear .·the contribu___ :t;ions~o:L-religion __to_._our~c iyi1~i«a_tion •.. the:_gugll_hist.<:Jfy_,_art, __
and ethics. We want the children of California to be aware
of th<= spiritual principles and the faith which undergird
our way of life. We are confident that our teachers are
competent to differentiate between teaching abou·t religion
and conducting a compulsory worship service. This point of
view, we believe, is in accordance with the tradition handed
down by our fathers and reaffirmed by the United States
Supreme Court.

i
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APPENDIX C
JUNIOR COLLEGE VALUES IN TEACHING SURVEY
The following survey, made in 1963-64, represents
the opinions of 133 junior college instructors and nine
administrators on the general subject of value teaching. 1
Note: It cannot be claimed that this is a
random sample of junior college instructors.
Firs·t, they were all persons suggested by some
member of administration as having presumably
a strong interest in values.
Second, investigation of their subject fields reveals that they
are strongly oriented to liberal arts courses;
83 of the 133 instructors teach language.,
philosophy, social sciences, or psychology.
'rhere were only eleven responses from instruct.o:~:·s
in vocational-technological fields.

Question
1.

Do you believe that the public
junior colleges of California
-1~·---------'have--a-res-pe>ns-i-bi-l-i-'E-y-:Ee>r-'E-I'-y-i-ngr--------------\
to transmit the positive values
of our heritage to their students?
138
1
3
0
2.
-~

Would it be well to make more
specific plans for furthering
this task at your college?

102

4

lFrom the Value Dimensions in Teaching Project,
C.alifornia Junior College Association, 1964.

12

24
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Question
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Do you believe that greater
emphasis should be placed on
bringing out the value dimensions that are actually present
in the curriculum?

110

7

8

17

Is there a legitimate place for
some kind of value emphasis in
all courses?

111

5

18

8

Do you believe that you, as an
instructor, are presently teaching values, either deliberately
... or by .implication?

Deliberately 112
5
*
By :tmplicatlon -

109

0

*

*

101

3

17

21

When instructors are asked by
students why these values should
be accepted as a way of life,
is it proper for instructors to
explain what are considered to
be the final authority for these
values?

98

9

4

31

Do you feel there is a danger of
overstepping the boundary between
separation of church and state
when values and their sanctions
are discussed in classrooms?

35

58

22

27

Do you believe that there is a
broad area of values held in
common by most groups in oqr__
-SGc-.ie-tyc,--whet:nerreligious or
hl~anist or other, and assumed
in ·the textbooks and instructional materials used in our
public schools?

l*No figures available.
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Question
9.

10.

11.

L _______ _

89

9

11

33

Do you believe that all colleges
should maintain an atmosphere
friendly to religion in the broad
nonsectarian sense?

129

3

2

8

Do you feel that there is a real
distinction between teaching
about religion and teaching to
secure commitment to some form
of it?

128

4

2

8

91

2

12

37

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

12. Can spiritual values, as basic
----- ±n- re-ligion; l5e app:i:oacned-in
a nonsectarian, universal context, thus avoiding potential
religious clashes?
13.

I

Do you feel that it is proper for
you to express your own convictions about values and meaning
in your classrooms?

Do you feel that students in
California Junior Colleges
should be offered some of the
following courses as electives,
assuming that there are competent instructors and
sufficient enrollments?
a.

Comparative Religion

109

5

b.

History of Religion

102

4

c.

Bible as Literature

83

7

d.

Philosophy of Religion

88

6

e.

Sociology of Religion

72

6
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APPENDIX D
· CANONS OF ETHICS FOR ENGINEERSl
Fundamental Principles of Professional EnqineeringEthics
The Engineer, to uphold and advance the honor and
dignity of the engineering profession and in keeping with
high standards of ethical conduct:
I.

Will be honest and impartial, and will serve
with devotion his employer, his clients, and
the public;

II.

Will strive to increase the competence and
prestige of the engineering profession;

III.
----------·

Will use his knowledge and skill for the
----

advancement o:fhuinan weT:Care_:_ -- - - - - - -

-

Relations with the Public
1.1.

The Engineer will have proper regard for the

safety, health and welfare of the public in the performance
of his professional duties.
1.2.

He will endeavor to extend public knowledge and

appreciation of engineering and its achievements, and will
oppose any untrue, unsuppor·ted, or exaggerated statements
regarding engineering.

1 Adopted in 1·963 by the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development.

----
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1. 3.

He will be dignified and modest in explaining

his work and merit, will ever uphold the honor and dignity
of his profession, and will refrain from self-laudatory
advertising.

1.4.

He will express an opinion on an engineering

subject only when it is founde'd on adequate knowledge and
honest conviction.

1.5.

He will preface any ex parte statements,

criticisms, or arguments that he may issue by clearly
indicating on whose behalf they are made.
J<e_la_!:.i.2.!l§.

~ith ~J]E1

.2 .1.
____ ___9_S_il

oyers _9hd Clients_

'rhe Engineer will act .in professional ma·tt:ers

fai th_ful <!_gent _or trus·teEl___:f'or each__Slnlplc.Y£r _Q_r client_.

2. 2.

He will act: fairly and justly t.oward vendors

and contractors, and will not accept from vendors or
cori·tractors any commissions or allowances, directly or
indirectly.
2.3.

He will inform his employer or client if he is

financially interested in any ·vendor or contractor, or in
any invention, machine, or appa.r<<tus, which is involved in
a project or work of his employer or client..

He will not

allow such interest to affect his decisions regarding
engineering ser;vices which he may be_ called upon to perform.
2.4.

He vvill indicate to his ernplouer o.r client the

adverse consequences to be expected if his engineE1ring
judgment is

over~-.. ruled.
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2.5.

He will undertake only those engineering

assignments for which he is qualified.

He will engage or

!;-

advise his employer or client to engage specialists and
will cooperate with them whenever his employer's or client's
interests are served best by such an arrangement.
2.6.

He will not disclose information concerning the

business affairs or technical processes of any present or
former employer or client withou·t his consent.
2.7.

He will not accept compensation--financial or

otherwise--from more than one party for the same service,
or for other services pertaining to the same v10rk, without
the consent of all interested parties.
2. 8.

L---1j

'l'he employed engineer will engage in

the consent ofhis employer.
!{elatiQ!l.S.. with Engineers
3.1.

The Engineer will take care that credit for

engineering wo.rk is given to those to whom credit is
properly due.
3.2.

He will provide a prospective engineering

employee with complete information on working conditions
and his proposed status of e!nployment, and after employment
will keep him informed of any changes in them.
3.3.

He will uphold the principle of appropriate and

adequate compensation for those engaged in engineering work,
including those in subordinate capacities.
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3.4.

He will endeavor to provide opportunity for the

professional development and advancement of engineers .in
his employ or under his supervision.
3.5.

He will not injure maliciously the professional

reputation, prospects, or practice of another engineer.
However, if he has proof that another engineer has been
unethical, illegal, or unfair in his practice, he should
so advise the proper authority.
3.6.

He will not compete unfairly with another

engineer.

~

j
~

p:~:~ss::n:: :e:::c::~i
1

for

::i:: ::::::e p::::t:::p:::::_

lectual effort, on a basis that constitu·tes competition on

1·.--···- ~price-aion-e.~·n-ue.regai'd

should be

given-to~ali-profes-s-io~a-1

aspects of the engagement.
3.8.

He will cooperate in advancing the engineering

profession by interchanging information and experience with
other engineers and students, and by contributing to public
communication media, to the efforts of en<;;ineering and
scientific societies and schools.
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COLLEGES FROM WHICH INSTRUCTOR
REPtiES WERE RECEIVED.
COLLEGE
Allan Hancock College
American River College
Antelope Valley College
Bakersfield College
Canada College
Cerritos College
Chabot College
Chaffey College
Citrus College
Contra Costa College
Cypress College
Desert, College of the
Diablo Valley College
East Los Angeles College
El Camino College
Foothill College
Fresno_City College _____ _
Gavilan College
Glendale College
Golden West College
Grossmont College
Hart.nell College
Long Beach City College
Los Angeles City College
Los Angeles Pierce College
Los Angeles Valley College
Marin, College of ,
Monterey Peninsula College
Moorpark College
Mt. San Antonio College
Orange Coast College
PalomaJ: College
Pasadena City College
Porterville College
Redwoods, College cif the
Reedley College
Rio Hondo College
Riverside City Colle~e

ADDRESS
Santa Maria
Sacramento
Lancaster
Bakersfield
Redwood City
Nor>-Talk
Hayward
Alta Lorna
Azusa
San Pablo
Cypress
Palm Desert
Pleasant Hill
Los Angeles
Torrance
Los Altos Hills
__F'reE;no
Gilroy
Glendale
Huntington Beach
El Cajon
Salinas
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Woodland Hills
Van Nuys
Kentfield
Monterey
Moorpark
Walnut
Costa Mesa
San Marcos
Pasadena
Porterville
Eureka
Reedley
Whit.tier
Riverside
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COLLEGE
Sacramento City College
Saddleback College
San Bernardino Valley College
San Diego City College
San Diego Mesa College
San Francisco, city College of
San Joaquin Delta College
San Jose City College
San Mateo, College of
Santa Ana College
Santa Barbara City College
Santa Monica City College
Santa Rosa Junior College
Sequoias, College of the
Shasta College
Sierra College
Skyline College
Ventura College
West Los Angeles College
West Vallel' College
Yuba College

·,

__ _

ADDRESS
Sacramento
Mission Viejo
san Bernardino
San Diego
San Diego
San Francisco
Stockton
San Jose
San Mateo
San·ta Ana
Santa Barbara
santa Monica
Santa Rosa
Visalia
Redding
Rocklin
San Bruno
Vent.ura
Culver City
Campbell
Marysville

·APPENDIX F

APPENDIX F
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

A STUDY OF VALUES
IN ENGINEERING PROGRAMS AT CALIFORNIA PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGES

(In cooperation with the University of the Pacific, Stockton, california>'

by Wayne D. Barton, Chairman
Engineering Department
Sacramento City College

General Directions:

_This questionnaire is being given you as a
student majoring in engineering courses at a California public
junior college. The intent of this survey is to de-termine to what
exte.n>c your current junior college courses·~-technical and nontechnical--include in&truction in the area of values ..

The term values cov~rs such concepts as courage, integrity,
·justice, honesty, responsibility, respect, and reverence.
Values

pg.rticular.ly applicable to the engineering profession are social
responsibility and personal ethics.
------J:n each ·or-the follo11ing questions' fill in the blank or
check the Inost ~ppropriate anS\-ler.

Part I

Personal Information

1.

Your name (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Sex:

2.

Junior College~-~------------------------

3.

Year in college_ _ _ _ _ __

4.

Years of military service (if ·any) completed

F; Age _ _

Major~-------------

·-------

Part I I

s.

M

a.

course Information
Have you taken a r;ourse in

engineeriny orientation in

Yes
--No

a junior college?

6.

Yes

b.

I f answer is yes, did it include
instruction about values in
engineering as defined above?

--No
--Not sure

c.

I.£ answer is nO, will you be taking
a course in engineering orientation?

--No

a.

Have you taken any courses in junior
college which included instruction
about ethics, morals, or values?

Yes

--Not sure
Yes
--No
--Not

sure
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·7.

~;as

b.

If yes, to \;hat depth
topic covered?

c.

Please list the title(s) of these courses.

a.

the

Does your college offer any courses

in which problems _of conservation,

Thoroughly
--Adequately
--very little

Yes

--No

ecology/ environment, and pollution
are dealt w.i. th in a t'lay which is
meaningful for -engineering students?

l

I

8.

Not sure

b.

Are these courses taught by
engineering instructors?

c.

Please list the title (s) of these courses.

a.

Does your college presently offer
courses 'for engineering students
dealing with vit1uesr s-llChds- those

Yes

--Some
--No
--Not sure

m~)1tioned-in-t;he-di-rec~ctnrrsr--~-

b.

Are these courses taught by
engineering instructors?

c.

Please list the title(s) of these courses.

Part III
-------

9.

10.

Yes

--Some
--No
--Not sure

Evaluation of Courses

•ro what extent do. you find that courses in
t!1e humanities (e.g., psychology, sociology, English) are useful to you in understanding the responsibilities of engi.neers
and scientists?

Very useful
--Useful
---Of little use
--·of no use

a.

Very useful
---Useful
---Of little use

In your judgment, are courses such as
engineering orientation and motivation
useful in developing a proper sense of

values?

--Of no use
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10.

b.

Do you consider humanities courses
which a_re value-oriented, or courses
particularly designed for engineering
students more useful?

ll.

a.

Do engineering students receive
adequate instruction relating values,
_social responsibility, and ethics to
their potential occupation?

b.

Would more instruction-in this area
be useful to you as an engineering

student?
Part IV
12.

13.

HumanitieS
--Engineering
---orientation
Yes

--No

--Not sure
Yes

--Possibly
--No

Responsibility of Engine-ers for Environment and Values

How inuch relationship is there bettvee_n
courses in engineering and some of the
problems confronting this country and the
world, such as overpopulation, poverty,
hunger, environment, pollution?
a.

Do you know of criticism having been
made that engineers are not suffic.l:e~ntly concerned about social
problems and ehvironment?

b.

Should engineers be concerned wi-th
problems. affecting society and the

Huch
--Some
--Little

--None
Yes

--No

- · _______ . - - - - eP-vi~~·~:mrQ.~nt;_ - - · - - . - · - - - · 14.

a.

To what extent are engineers
responsible for creating problems
related· to conservation, environment,

and pollution?

b.

To t.;ha-t extent are engineers responsible to help solve some of the
problems related to conservation,

environment, and pollution?

15.

c.

To \V"hat extent are engineers able to
help solve some of the conservat~on,
environme·nt, and pollution problems?

a.

To what extent are engineers responsible to help solve some of the
social and ethical problems, such as
irnmorali ty, race relations, and
urban renewal?.

Very much
--Somewhat
--Little
--Not at all
Very much

--Somewhat
--Little
--Not at all
Very much
--Somewhat
--Little
--Not at all
Very much
--Somewhat

--Little
--Not at all
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15.

I

--'

b.

To what extent are engineers able to
help S'Olve some of the tvorld 's social
and ethical problems, such as those
mentioned?

(Please return the completed copy to your instructor.)*

*Note to ins true tors·:
Return to:

16.

I
l

II
--.- - - .- - - -

Very much
--Somewhat
--Little
Not at all

---~··

tvayne D. Barton
5321 Del Rio Road
Sacramento, California

Further comments may be made here.
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APPENDIX F
INSTRUCTOR QUESTIONNAIRE
•

A STUDY OF VALUES
IN ENGINEERING PROGRAHS AT CALIFORNIA PUBLIC J'UNIOR COLLEGES

(In cooperation with the University of the Pacific, Stockton, California)
by Wayne D. Barton, Chairman
Engineering Department
Sacramento City College
General Directions:

As an instructor of transfer engineering

subjects at a California public junior college 1 your co'operation
in this study will be appreciated.
to determine to what extent cu.rrent
technical and nontechnical, include
values. 'l'ransfer stud~nts majoring
of transfer engipeering courses are

The intent of this survey is
junior college courses,
instrud:.lon in the area of
in engine:ering and ins-tructors
beir.g included in the survey.

The terrr. values covers such concepts as courage: integrity 1
justice 1 honesty, responsibility, respect, and reverence.
Values
pnrticularly iipplicable to the engineering profess .ion~~- S<?_C"'1"'.a~l_ _ _ __
--·-·- - - - - - - - - - res-pe-n-s--i-b-i-li-ty-and-pers--omrt-etlti.-c-:.=r-.-------- - - - -

If you wish a copy of the survey results~ will you so

indicate?

I

I

.

In each of the following questions, fill in the blank or
check the most appropriate answer.

Part I
1,

Personal Information

Your name (optional if results not requested)

2.· Junior College._·______________
3.

Number of

4.

Degrees completed __________

y~~ars

of teaching experience _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PaEt I-~-----~ourse Information_

5.

6.

a.

Does your college offer a course in
engineering orientation?

Yes
--No

b.

If answer is yes, does it include
instruction about values in
engineering, as defined above?

Yes
--No
--Not sure

a..

Does your college offer any other
courses which include instruction
about ethics, morals, and values?

Yes
--No
- Not sure

-!
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7.

b.

Please list the title(s) of these courses.

a.

Yes
Does your college offer any courses in
which problems of· conservation, ecology, --No
--Not sure
environment, and pollution are dealt
with in a way which is meaningful for

e0gineering students?
b.

Please list the title(s) of these courses.

c.

Ar·e. t.hese courses taught by

engineering instruct'?rs?

8.

a.

Does your college presently offer

cou-rses for enqineerinq students
dealing with values, such as those

Yes

--Some
--No
-_ No_t__s_.ure_

Yes

--No

Not sure

mentioned in the directions?

b.

c.

Part III
9.

Are these courses taught by
engineering instruc~ors?

Evaluation of Courses

In your opinion, are courses in the
humanities (e.g., psychology, sociology,

a.

--No
--Not sure

Please list the title(s) of these courses.

English) useful to 'engineering students
in understanding the responslbi.li ties of
engineers and scientists?
·
10.

Yes

--Some

In your judgment, are courses such as
engineering orientat.ion and motivation
useful in devcl9ping a proper s~nse of

values?

Very useful
--Useful
---Of little use

--Of no use
Very useful
--Useful
--Of little use
_,___Of no use
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10.

b.

Do you consider the humanities courses

which are value-oriented, or courses
particularly designed for engineering

Humanities
--Engineering
-orientation

students more useful?

11.

a.

Do engineering students receive
adequate instruction relating values,..
sOcial responsibility, and ethics to
their potential

b.

oc~up~tion?

~·lould. more instru'ction in this area be

useful .to the engineeri·ng student?
Part IV

12.

Yes
NO
--Not sure
Yes
Possibly
No

Responsibility ·of Engineers for Environment and Values

From your experience as an engineering
instruCt:.or, hm·J much -relationship is there
between courses in engineering aiid son1e of
the problems confronting this country and
the ':~orld, such a.s overpopulation, poverty,
hunger, environment, pollution?

Much
--Some
--Little
__None

.1_3... _a_. ___ D.o .-ll-O.U.--k..now----G-f -Gri-t-i-ci-sm-,-h-avi-ng--·been------ -yes---··-------··
--No

made tha.t engineers are not sufficiently concerned about sOcial
probl-ems and environment?

--

Should engineers be concerned with
problems affecting society and the
environment?

--NO
--Not sure

14 •. a.

To what extent are engineers responsible for creating problems related
to conservation, environment, and
pollution?

Very much
--Somewhat
--Little
--Not at all

b.

To what extent are engineers respon-

Very much
--Somewhat
--Little
Not at all

b.

sible tc help solve some of the
problems related to

cons~rvation,

environment, and pollution?

15.

Yes

c.

'l'o what extent are engineers able to
help solve some of the conservation,
environment, and pollution problems?

Very much
--somewhat
--Little
Not at all

a.

To what extent· are E;:ngineers responsible to .help solve some of the social

Very much
-·somewhat
--Little
Not at all

and ethical problems, such as
inunorali ty, race relations, and urba·n

renewal?
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15.

b.

To what extent are engineers able to
help ·solve some of the \'lOrld • SSO"cial
and ethical problems, such as those
mentioned?

Please return completed form to:

16.

Very much
·--Somewhat
--Little
--Not at all

Nayne D.· Barton
5321 Del Rio Road
Sacramento, California

Further comments may be made here.
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APPENDIX: G

APPENDIX G
COPIES OF ORIGINAL LETTER AND SECOND LETTER
SENT TO ENGINEERING DEPARTMENTS AT
SELECTED JUNIOR COLLEGES

Sacramento City College
3835 FREEPORT BOUlEVARD

o

SACRAMENTO, CAliFORNIA 95822

9

PHONE 444-6960

April 14, 1970

Dear Engineering Colleague:
The enclosed questionnaire is being distributed
to a number of engineering instructors and students in
selected Cal:Lfm:nia junior colleges. It attempts to
obtain information in regard to values and their rela~ion~hip, to. ';'ngineering ';'duca~ion.
The, ter~ val..'dQe., and
---·---~·to-s -~m!J±-iioca--&-~ons-fer-en§-:tcneer-:tcn§--eaueact;..;con-1.-s-e*p±ax-necl.. --------·-·
in more det.ail in the preliminary directions.
Your coopera·tion in completing this form and
returning it to roe will be appreciated. Return it as
soon as convenient to do so; preferably by the end of
May. If you desire additionalcopies for your students,
let roe know when you return this, indicating the number
desired.
Please answer all questions as accurately as
possible. Thank you for your cooperation and contribution.
Sincerely,

Wayne D, Barton, Chairman
Engineering Department
Sacramento City College
5321 Del Rio Road
Sacramento, California

95822
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Sacramento City College
3835 fREEPORT BOULEVARD

<>

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95822

<>

PHONE 444-6960

.A!

June 19, 1970

Dear Engineering Colleague:
•rhe enclosed questionnaire was distributed to
a number of ·engineering instructors in California community colleges during the month of May. It attempts
to obtain certain information pertaining to _vglues
and its relationship to engineering education.
Perhaps you were no·t contacted in the initial
__ _luailing_,__S!_9_11o~rwly _'.'l'a.§. rec::eiy_ed f_rom_yQ:ur __ coll"<J-<'l~·
If not, it would be appreciat.ed if you will fill out
the ,_,nclosed questionnaire and return it as soon as
possible (preferably, by July 1st) in the enclosed
s·tamped envelope.

~- -~----

Thank you for your assistance, and be sure to
check in the appropriate space if you would be
interested in seeing the results of the survey
Sincerely,

Wayne D. Barton, Chairman
Engineering Department
Sacramen·to City College

WB/Dcr

5321 Del Rio Road
Sacramento, California

LOS RIOS JUNIOR COLLEGE DISTiliCT
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